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Lots of Companies Offer
Equal Opportunity...
At Lockheed
You'll Find
Unequaled
Opportunities
Engineering and Computer
Science Graduates ...

Lockheed Missiles and Space Company has helped
build great careers on the San Francisco Peninsula
since 1956. We have consistently provided
outstanding personal and professional growth
opportunities to all our employees. For example:

We Have The Widest
Variety of Interesting
Projects in the
Santa Clara Valley

Our projects involve such diverse areas as
advanced spacecraft, ocean energy conversion,
fleet ballistic missiles, remotely piloted vehicles,
deep sea vehicles, earth resources, plus many,
many others.
We use a large variety of computer systems, from
micros to large scale, including DEC (and the
VAX-11/780, IBM, UNIVAC, CDC, HP, ROLM, and the
latest, state-of-the-art microprocessors.

We Have One of The Best In-House
Education Programs Anywhere
There are over 100 courses offered each quarter,
ranging from general interest, to engineering, to
management. That doesn't even include numerous
other management development courses or a special
data systems development course created and
presented by our staff. The data systems
development course is so good that some other
companies and government organizations are trying
to pattern similar programs.

Lockheed's Job Posting Systems
Mean Our Employees Have
Constant Opportunities To Upgrade
or Diversify Their Careers
As new projects or new requirements are generated,
our employees have the first shot at applying for the
jobs. This allows employees to advance their careers
WITHIN the company rather than having to go
somewhere else to "get ahead."

We have many opportunities for ELECTRICAL,
COMPUTER SCIENCE, DESIGN, MECHANICAL and
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS, as well as other
technical disciplines.
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When it comes to building a
great career, the opportunities at
Lockheed are unequaled.

Music Department
Spartan Foundation
Spartan Basketball

If you are in the above majors, or have recently
graduated, and are interested in the defense industry,
then you should consider joining Lockheed.
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San Jose State University's five 1981 home games the by
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of U.S. Citizenship is required.
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San Jose State University football game programs
have been recognized for their excellence the past
two years by the College Sports Information
Directors of America.
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COACHING STAFF

THE 1981 SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY COACHING STAFF
(L to R): Rick Cook (Offensive Line), Dick Sullivan (Offensive Line), Dave Baldwin (Receivers), Dennis Erickson (Offensive
Coordinator), Head Coach Jack Elway, Claude Gilbert (Defensive Coordinator), Wally Gaskins (Defensive Line), Greg
McMackin (Defensive Secondary), Larry Kerr (Inside Linebackers), and Rick Rasnick (Graduate Assistant).

JACK ELWAY, Head Coach—Among the most
personable head football coaches in the Bay
Area, Jack Elway begins his third season with
San Jose State. While injecting a fresh, new spirit
into the Spartan football program, his teams
have produced 6-4-1 and 7-4 records his first two
years. During his tenure, six Spartans earned
honorable mention All-American honors; nine
teen, All-PCAA recognition; and two (quarter
back Ed Luther and tailback Gerald Willhite),
PCAA "Offensive Players of the Year". The
50-year old Elway came to San Jose State in
December, 1978, after compiling three con
secutive winning seasons at Cal StateNorthridge. The 1953 graduate of Washington
State began his coaching career as a head coach
at Port Angeles High School in Hoquaim, WA
before moving on to the top spot at Grays Har
bor College in Aberdeen, WA. He also served as
an assistant at the University of Montana and at
his alma mater, Washington State. A member of
the United Press International Coaches' poll, he
will be an assistant coach for the West team in
the 1982 East-West Shrine game.

DAVE BALDWIN, Receiver Coach —
With one of the most talented receivers' corps in
the country, Dave Baldwin begins his second
year as an assistant coach on the Spartan staff. In
1980, his receiver positions displayed uncanny
balance with three of them totaling 30 receptions
each, while the fourth slot garnered 29 passes.
The 1978 Cal State-Northridge graduate has been
a graduate assistant at his alma mater and an
assistant coach at Granada Hills High School.
RICK COOK, Offensive Line Coach —
Rick Cook begins his third season with the San
Jose State coaching staff as an offensive line
coach. Another 1978 Cal State-Northridge
graduate, he, like Dave Baldwin, was a graduate
assistant at his alma mater before joining the

Spartans. The 26-year old Cook was a junior col
lege All-American at Santa Barbara City College
and later completed his collegiate career at
UCLA and Cal State-Northridge.
DENNIS ERICKSON, Offensive Coordina
tor—The chief architect of the diversified San
Jose State offensive, Dennis Erickson is in his
third season as the Spartans' offensive coor
dinator. The 34-year old assistant has a wealth of
experience at the major college level with stints at
his alma mater Montana State, Idaho, and
Fresno State before joining the San Jose State
staff. A three-year starting quarterback for Mon
tana State, he began his coaching career as a
graduate assistant at his alma mater and later
served as the head coach at Billings Central High
School in Billings, MT.
WALLY GASKINS, Defensive Line Coach—One
of four original members of Jack Elway's San
Jose State coaching staff, Wally Gaskins starts
his third season as the Spartans' defensive line
coach. The 36-year old Gaskins was the defen
sive line coach at Cal State-Northridge prior to
joining the Spartan coaching crew. He also
coached at Whitworth College, the University of
Montana, and was a player-coach with the
United States Army Signal Corps. The 1971
University of Montana graduate was an AllAmerican halfback at Columbia Basin College
who later played on the 1969 and 1970 nationallyranked Grizzlies' teams.
CLAUDE GILBERT, Defensive Coordina
tor—Returning to his alma mater after facing
numerous San Jose State teams the past 15
seasons is defensive coordinator Claude Gilbert.
The 1959 Spartan graduate was the head coach at
San Diego State for eight seasons compiling a
61-25-2 record. Twice, the 1958 San Jose State
football team captain directed the Aztecs to 10-1
seasons. The veteran coach also served as an
assistant at San Diego State and as head coach at
Southwestern College and Shafter High School.
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LARRY
KERR,
Inside
Linebacker
Coach—Another Spartan alumnus, Larry Kerr
begins his second season as the San Jose State in
side linebacker coach. A member of the 1972
through 1974 Spartan teams, he received the
PCAA's "Scholar-Athlete Award" in 1973 and
1974. Kerr's coaching career includes stints at the
prep level with Saratoga, San Jose, and Pioneer
High Schools. Before returning to San Jose State,
he served one season at St. Mary's College.
GREG McMACKIN, Defensive Secondary
Coach—Directing a veteran defensive backfield
corps is third year Spartan coach Greg
McMackin. The 35-year old San Jose State assis
tant joined the Spartan staff after a three year
stint at the University of Idaho. He was also a
graduate assistant at the University of Arizona,
an assistant coach at Oregon College, and the
head coach at Aloha High School in Portland, OR.
The 1967 Southern Oregon graduate is also the
coordinator of the San Jose State football
recruiting program.
DICK SULLIVAN, Offensive Line Coach—In his
second tenure at San Jose State, Dick Sullivan is
in his third season on Jack Elway's staff. The
veteran offensive line coach previously served as
an assistant on the 1973 through the 1976 Spar
tan teams coached by Darryl Rogers and Lynn
Stiles. The 1969 University of Minnesota grad
uate began his coaching career at Central High
School in Minnesota and has coached at Cal
State-Northridge and Moorpark Junior College.
RICK RASNICK, Graduate Assistant —
After starting the last two seasons as the San Jose
State center, Rick Rasnick joins the Spartan staff
as a graduate assistant. A key figure in the suc
cess of the San Jose State offense the past two
years, Rick transferred to San Jose State after a
two year stint at El Camino Junior College. A
recipient of the 1980 "Captains' Award", he ma
jored in business administration as an
undergraduate.

TAKEKCBS
TOTHECAME
NOMATTER
WHERE YOU
ARE.
Listen to SportsRadio 74 for all the Spartan action this
year as they go after a record season.
Hal Ramey calls the play-by-play and Bob Safford's on
color.
You don't have to miss any Spartan games. You'll know
it all when you tune to 74.
1981 KCBS Spartan Broadcast Schedule
Sept. 5 Nevada Las Vegas
7:10 pm
Sept. 12 Santa Clara
7:10 pm
Sept. 19 @ Stanford
1:10 pm
Sept. 26 @ California
12:40 pm
Oct. 3 @ Fresno State
7:10 pm
Oct. 17 Cal State Fullerton
7:10 pm
Oct. 24 @ Utah State
12:10 pm
Nov. 7 @ Arizona State
6:10 pm
Nov. 14 Pacific
7:10 pm
Nov. 21 @ Cal State Long Beach
7:10 pm
Nov 28 North Texas State
7:10 pm

Score with the Spartans

KCBS
SportsRadio

74
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CHEYENNE TUUFULI—
CONTINUING A FAMILY TRADITION
In a game of scrabble, his name would be
worth ten points, but one would be hard pressed
to find the fourth "u" in the deck to go along
with the big ten point "q" that may come up
later. Possessing one of college football's
most colorful names, San Jose State inside
linebacker Cheyenne Tuufuli has been a ten
on the field scrambling and rearranging the
opposition's attempts for foward progress.
A 6-foot-2, 235 pound senior, Tuufuli is
one of five fourth year Spartans and the only
such player on the defense. A starter as a
sophomore, his junior year was plagued by
nagging injuries. Regaining his starting role
the second game of the season, he will miss
tonight's game due to a bad left ankle.
On the field this year, the 22 year old
broadcasting major has been a complete per
former. "He's one of the most consistent
players we have," said Spartan's inside
linebacker coach Larry Kerr of the team's
leader in assisted tackles with 32. "You know
he can do the job. He's a smart player, an in
tense player who knows what is going on."
Born in Honolulu, HI, he followed in the
footsteps of one of his fellow Samoans, 1978
Pacific Coast Athletic Association "Defensive
Player of the Year" and close relative, Frank
Manumaleuga. Watching his cousin at work
during his freshman year, Tuufuli saw what it
was like to be a relentless, hard-hitting
linebacker.
"He's really a physical linebacker," com
mented Kerr on the 1979 second team AllPCAA selection. "He is extremely tough
against the run and has improved on pass
defense, too.
"Without a doubt, he's the best hitter on
the team. When he hits someone, he gets
everyone on the team excited."
Despite his success during his San Jose
State football career, Cheyenne, the second
of two Tuufulis to play for the Spartans (his
brother Duke was a fullback on the 1976 and
1977 teams) almost gave up the game during
his senior year at Monta Vista High School.
"I had surgery on my left knee after the
first game my senior year and I was going to
quit," recalled Tuufuli. "I was going to go
home to Samoa and work for my parents.
"But my brother came with Frank (Manu
maleuga) and told me I really had a good
chance. We talked to my father and it was
decided that if I didn't get a scholarship I
would go back home."
A rare mid-year high school graduate,
Cheyenne attended 1978 spring practice and
eventually earned a football scholarship dur
ing "double day" workouts that fall.
"My freshman year, I played on the special
teams and behind Frank," said the blocking
back on San Jose State punting situtations
prior to tonight's game. "From Frank, I learn
ed how to stay low and protect my knees
with my arms.

Live
a
Little

Mouth-watering martinis; crunchy french
bread: creamy butter; elegant atmosphere;
crisp green lettuce; richly seasoned
dressings; generous servings; cherry red
tomatoes; milk-fed veal; hint of garlic;
saufeed mushrooms; oven-baked potatoes;
honey-cured horn; Colorodo-fed beef;
succulent pork; golden french fries; seasweefened prawns; luscious rock of lamb;
live entertainmenf; freshly-crocked
peppercorns; live Maine lobsfer; soucy
spareribs; moisf, flavorful chicken;
lemon-buffer sole; garden fresh vegetables;
efficient courfeous service; regal prime
rib; grilled barbecued salmon; selected
California wines; sunkissed fruif; fork-fender
abalone; sinfully-rich desserts; full-bodied
coffees; highesf qualify liqueurs; exofic
desserf coffees . . . fine food, spirits
ond gaming.
Dinner Served Until 12 Midnight
360 South Saratoga Avenue
San Jose, California 95129
"I was very nervous about my knees, but
he taught me a whole lot."
After his outstanding sophomore year
when he was in on 122 stops, Tuufuli was in
jured early in his junior season and did not
perform up to his high personal standards.
"I was too heavy at 248 pounds," the
slightly gray-haired Samoan said. "My left
knee was taking too much weight and I was
always getting tired.
"This year I got down to 235 pounds and
there's no pain in my knees," said Tuufuli
who receives the defensive signals from the
sidelines.
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Possessing a Clark Kent-type personality
among his friends, Cheyenne lets loose as an
electric guitar player for the Islander Harmony
Brothers & Company. The present group in
cludes San Jose State offensive left guard
Maomao Niko.
Named after the western television show,
"Cheyenne", Tuufuli may not make any
television appearances on tonight's evening
sports highlights, but certainly one of the
highlights of his career would be a San Jose
State victory and a chance to play in the first
California Bowl.

Telephone (408) 244-3333
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For Sports...
There's No Place Like Home

The
Spartans
Dave Albright

Larry Alexander

JR-LB

SR-DT

Willard Barrett

Jerome Bearden

Mike Berg

Steve Bodkin

George Bohan

Trevor Bowles

JR-CB

SR-CB

JR-PK

JR-C

JR-OG

SO-OT

Andre Carter

Chris Carter

Steve Clarkson

Dave Criswell

JR-TB

JR-TE

JR-QB

JR-FB

Express Yourself
Like Never Before!
This Fall County Transit introduces an all-new express bus network serving all major employ
ment locations in Santa Clara County! Choose from 21 express routes which will save you
time and money in your daily commute. Regular express fare is just $ 1 each way or select the
monthly "Flash Pass" for unlimited rides at just $34. The new, expanded express bus service
is another spirited idea from County Transit.

County Transit
For Information Call:
Palo Alto
965-3100

Morgan Hill
and South
683-4151

Los Gatos
354-3050
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Elsewhere
287-4210

Teleprinter for the
Hearing Impaired
299-4848

Catch the games in the comfort
of your own living room. For just
pennies a day you can hook up
toThe Sports Channel and put
yourself right in the middle of the
action, 24 hours a day No hassling
with tickets. No lines. No parking or
gas problems.
The Sports Channel features
the events from
* Stanford * California
* San Jose State * Santa Clara
* Plus much, much more!

Kick-off your own Sports Channel
by calling 287-4455 today.
Don't miss out on any more of the
action. Hook up toThe Sports
Channel and get 365 days and
nights of great entertainment for
a lot less than you might think.
You're going to love rooting
from the best seat in the house.

The Sports Channel
featuring

GiUeable

for the Bay Area

The
Spartans

it JOSE STATL
Q
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Dave Cruz

oy SR-DT

_ . Mike Curland

94

SR-DT

_.

24

Ken Daniel

SR-CB

"Specialists in
Athletic Footwear"

We can fit all your athletic
shoe needs for all sports.
SPARTAN

Thanks for making
our community a better place.
First
Interstate

AVAILABLE

__ Ken Delgado

77

Hours: Daily 10-9

Ron

_

2

Mike Delgado

JR-TB

_ _

50

Jim Dennis

«_

FR-OG

92 SR-NG

Dave Dole

_ . Darin Erickson

14

JR-QB

Salas

Member of the
Alumni Association

AN JOSE RTATT
_ _

2(J

Bank

JR-OG

200 El Paseo de Saratoga
San Jose, CA 95130
(408) 374-3540
Sat. 10-6
Sun. 12-5

Building better communities. It comes with the territory.

CAPS

SMI JOSE STATE

Ward Ferris

FR-CB

; ii mrn PTHTF
._

4U

Mike Floyd

JR-TB

Tracy Franz

Kerry Ford

ol SR-TE

yO JR-DE

27

John Gable

SR-S

Tom Janis&TomCurran
THE SPORTS TEAM
Weekdays
&Weekends
KJVTV San Jose

8

9

_ -

Monte Gillan

54 JR-TE

The
Spartans
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At Carl s Jr.® you 11 get the grsatcst-tastinQ
hamburger of them all. Charbroiled for that rich
open-flame flavor — hot and hearty and always

• ®Wf eMMl
__ —A „ ..
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100% pure beef.

iv4 mY.WK
_ Bobby Grant

Carl's Famous Star ® Hamburger.
Now Only 99C

y JR-LB

SP 090

090

Clip this coupon and save on a
Carl's Famous Star® Hamburger.
One coupon to a
customer please.
Expiration Date: December 31. 1981

Any Participating Carl's Jr. Restaurant

r i u tnrp CTI'
Brian Hawkins

Max Hooper

JR-S

SR-OT

_ _ Bill James

70

SR-OT

Mwk

® 1981, Carl Karcher Enterprises, Inc.

Ken Jackson

got taste!

SO-CB

Spartan
Book/tore
Damon Keeve

Tom Larson

Tim Makela

SR-LB

JR-OG

JR-DE

Depend on us.
More
California
college students do,
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BANK UI
OF AMERICA
Washington Square Branch
99 South Fourth Street
San Jose, California
Phone 277-7991
BANK OF AMERICA NT&SA • MEMBER FDIC

San Jose State University
SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR'
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CAMPBELL
LUMBER CO

743 Camden Avenue, Campbell

Eli Thomas
11

•

Phone 378-3427

Electrical Engineers
Computer Science
Graduates
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TRW Vidar...
Part of
A Company Called TRW
is having:

Campus Interviews
• Beautiful Rooms
• Great Lunches
• Banquet Facilities available
Joe DeDio, Innkeeper
1355 No. 4th Street
San Jose, CA 95113

0

408/287-5340

CORPORATE TRAVEL INC.

dba TRAVEL PLANNERS
2025 GATEWAY PLACE, SUITE 280
SAN JOSE, CA 95110

& Tuesday, March 30,1982
As the revolution in digital telecommunications gains
momentum, so does TRW Vidar. The ever-increasing
demand for instantaneous communication has made
our growth potential limitless, creating literally a world
of career opportunity for you!
Immediate opportunities exist for graduates with
coursework or experience in the following areas:

•Transmission Technology
Modems
Filters
Modulation
Power Supplies

•Switching Technology
Specialists on commercial, vacation and group
travel
Domestic and International
All major languages spoken, including
Japanese, Chinese, Spanish, French, and
German.
Authorized agent for all major airlines steam
ship and tour companies throughout the
world.
For information and reservations call:

(408) 287-5220
No charge for our services

Microprocessor
Stored Program Control
Real-time Operating Systems
Time Share
Development Systems

•Commercial
Telecommunications
If you are unable to attend our on-campus
interviewing session on the dates indicated,
please submit your resume to Cris Piasecki
or Darlene Schaub, TRW Vidar, 1344
Crossman, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Or call
Collect (408) 745-6360, Ext. 2178. An
equal opportunity employer, m/f/h.

TRW VIDAR
Your Digital Connection To The Future

W
by George Breazeale,
Austin AMERICAN-STATESMAN

ashed out by the waves of col
lege football's 112-year history is
the name of the athlete who lost
the first fumble, thereby being charged
with the first turnover in the new sport.
But the Granddaddy of All Turnovers
is not forgotten, although it occurred 53
years ago—and it is remembered not
only because it happened in the Granddaddy of All Bowl Games, the Rose Bowl,
on January 1, 1929.
Late in the second quarter of a score
less game between Georgia Tech and
California, the football popped out of the
arms of a Tech runner, enticingly free at
the Georgians' 30-yard line. Under the
rules then in effect, fumbles could be
picked up and advanced by either team.
And, after a wild scramble, California
center Roy Riegels picked up the loose

ball and headed for scoring territory
with it.
In the next few seconds, the fumble
recovery became forever memorable.
Riegels ran not towards the Tech goal
line 30 yards away, but back towards his
own goal stripe, 70 yards distant. The
roar of the crowd of 70,000 silenced his
teammates' warning shouts and UC
quarterback Benny Lorn, with no other
choice, finally tackled Riegels at the
California six-inch line. A few plays later
Tech blocked a punt in the end zone for
a safety and the ultimate winning mar
gin in an 8-7 game.
Fans remember Riegels as a fine ath
lete penalized by fate—bereft of direc
tion after his struggle to recover the foot
ball and so fleet of foot because of his
continued

Preventing Turnovers
continued
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Holiday Warmth
For a grand opening this Christmas, let friends, lovers
and family know that a Jantzen cableknit sweater will do
handsomely, thank you.These sweaters have the look
and feel of worsted wool, but they are machine washable
Wintuk Orion® About $37.50.
Jantzen, Inc. Portland, Oregon 97208
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desire to score that his mates couldn't
catch him in time to avert disaster. But
college coaches throughout America
now look at the play for which he gained
fame and see it as unique—because Riegels paid a price for doing the right
thing.
"Unless there are a couple of identical
plays in the books somewhere, it may be
the only time a team ever lost a game
because it recovered a fumble," said one
Big Eight Conference coach. "There is no
way a player should ever pass up recov
ering a fumble—on the ground, where
the defense now can't advance it, or even
in the air, where it can be run back. Turn
overs are the big play in so many games
that Riegels' bad luck is a one-in-amillion type of thing.
"Fumbles, in particular, are critical—
not that pass interceptions and blocked
kicks shouldn't be regarded as turnovers,
too, but because the fumble is the thing
the offensive team has the least control
over. Every time you snap the football,
there is a fumble risk involved—on the
pass from center to quarterback, the
quarterback handoff to the fullback or
halfbacks, on an option pitch, or on the
quarterback keep—and that doesn't
even touch fumbled punt snaps or re
ceivers coughing up the ball after they
catch it."
If Roy Riegels saw a golden oppor
tunity that January day in Pasadena,
then subsequent generations of football
players have had even more chances for
the glory of seizing turnovers. Changes
in football over the past three decades
and the improvement in the equipment
players wear have made fumbles more
prevalent than ever—and have prompt
ed frantic coaches to labor diligendy to
cut down on the turnover epidemic.
"The advent of option offenses, first
the offenses of the 1950s, then the Wish
bone triple option in the 1970s, and fi
nally the veer option, have made the nocontact—or execution—fumble a lot
more common than it was in Riegels'
day," the Big Eight coach reflected. "You
might have seen single wing tailbacks
drop a few passes from center, but not to
the extent that you see halfbacks nowa
days trying to run down off-target option
pitches from quarterbacks."
But many well-known coaches sensed
the enormous yardage potential from
option offenses and willingly accepted
the turnover risk factor to harvest the
touchdowns and victories which re
sulted. But they know the frustration
reaped from fumbles occurring on seem
ingly safe plays, routine center snaps
and simple handoffs designed to run out
the clock and preserve hard-earned vic
tories.
There are hundreds of coaches who
wonder what causes turnovers and if

The campaign to eliminate turnovers usually starts with the fundamentals, such as
handoff from quarterback to running back.

there is a miracle cure for them. But few
coaches have the same precise philos
ophy on why fumbles occur—and none
can agree on an unfailing remedy for the
plague.
"Obviously, you start with funda
mentals," said a Southwest coach "You
coach the center to snap the ball a certain way, you coach the quarterbacks to
hold their hands a certain way to take
the center—and a lot of quarterbacks
like to make variations on hand position
on the snap—and you work with your
running backs on tucking in the ball on
a direct handoff, with variations on the
best way to do that, too. You tell running
backs to cap one hand over the end of
the football and you preach to runners
never, never to try to shift the ball from
one arm to the other when they're in
heavy traffic.
"And still you have the fumbles, some
times seemingly in cycles. If there are
enough of them, you see a winning
season—and maybe a bowl bid—go up
the chute."
Some coaches, when victimized by the
turnover blight, diagnose the ailment
from two standpoints: physical and
mental
"The physical part starts, of course,
with fundamentals," said a Big Ten Con
ference coach 1 don't guess we'll ever
know what caused the ftimble that Rie
gels picked up in the Rose Bowl game.
But now you can look at film of your last

game and tell if the ballcarrier lost the
football because he didn't cradle the
handoff properly, or was trying to shift it
from one arm to the other at the time he
was hit.
"Errors like those can be corrected,"
he added, "but the fumbles that really
tear you up are from runners whose ef
fort to get that extra yard sometimes
costs them the football. Runners with
great strength and balance, who are al
ways twisting and turning, always
stretching out for the extra yard, are
sometimes in the grasp of so many tacklers and hit from so many angles that the
football will come loose. They're on their
feet so long at the point of contact with
the tackier that the ball sometimes gets
stripped away. Those runners, too, can
often cause officiating problems, be
cause it's sometimes difficult to tell if the
runner was down when the ball finally
came loose.
"But the real problem is,you can t fault
the runner for giving that kind of effort,
especially nowadays when the contact is
as intense as it has ever been.
Contemporary physical aspects of col
lege football, partly made possible be
cause of equipment better protecting
players and heightened because of
strength and size gained by players in
weight programs the last decade or so,
have prompted some college coaching
staffs to remedies which can be adminis
tered in practice.
continued
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Preventing Turnovers
continued

"Many college teams do very little
daily contact work once the season
starts," said a Southwest coach. "They
use the time in practice to work on offen
sive timing and techniques. It may be
that limiting contact only to games on
Saturday is not enough to condition ball
carriers, both physically and mentally, to
game-type contact. Players can be
coached on fundamentals, there are ex
ercises they can do to strengthen their
fingers, hands, wrists and biceps, which
are all important in holding the football,
but maybe five or 10 minutes of actual
physical contact every day could cut
down some on fumbles. I'm sure some
coaches, because of the limitation of 95
scholarships, think they don't have the
depth to risk getting players injured with
daily contact and they feel offensive tim
ing is just as important in cutting down
on turnovers."
One enterprising coach, coming off a
season in which his team fumbled 50
times and lost 32, took a look at the con
tact aspect of the problem and he and
his assistant came up with a mechanical
answer. The result was a contrivance of
pipes and old tires, dubbed the Power
Tunnel. Backs and receivers were given
the football and sent through a maze
which blasted them—and their leather
cargo—from pillar to post. The next year,
they fumbled only 32 times, lost only 17,

and won their first conference cham
pionship in 50 years. In the years since,
the device has been used every day in
spring training and twice a week during
the regular season. Some other college
teams now have the device, as do some
high school teams, and coaches gener
ally credit it not only with reducing
fumbles, but with improving the
strength and balance of athletes who are
sent through it.
Many coaches believe that jerseys,
particularly those used in hot, humid
weather, are factors in fumbles because
the tightly woven shirts cause high per
spiration levels. Recently schools have
been switching to better ventilated wear
which leaves less moisture on the ball
carriers' arms and hands—and, of
course, on the football.
While some coaches take a direct ap
proach to try to cure fumbles, other
coaches fear that talking about the ill
ness will only compound the malady.
"We are careful in talking about
fumbles, particularly if one or two backs
are having problems—and their turn
overs aren't because of deficiencies in
fundamentals," said a Southeastern Con
ference coach. "Stress the fundamentals,
sure, but don't make a big issue of it. If
the fumbles are because of bad luck or
extra sharp contact, don't erode the
player's confidence any more by harping

on it.
"Once in a while you may coach a run
ner who carries 500 times in his career
and loses only one or two fumbles. In a
high contact sport like football, some of
not fumbling has to be luck. Yet some
guys do seem to have a sixth sense about
where they are on the field, and where
the defensive players are. It parallels
what you sometimes see in great de
fensive players—guys who always seem
to know where the football is and go to it,
although sometimes they can't possibly
see it. And any player who's not a fumbler, simply through instincts and funda
mentals, will cover up the football the
instant he feels contact.
But when you relate turnovers to win
ning or losing, there's another factor.
There's never a good time for a turnover,
but one in your own end of the field is
unquestionably the worst. And running
the high risk play, the pitchout, the op
tion, inside your own 20 is just asking to
lose the football game—likely to cost you
three points, and maybe six. As long as
football is played, there will be turnovers,
even some inside your own 20 with the
kind of contact the game has now. But
running the high risk that close to your
own goal line is just asking for trouble.
There are troubles enough with fumbles
on the other 80 yards of the field." >M>

Every time the ball is put into play, there is a fumble risk involved—on the pass from center to quarterback, the quarterback handoff to the
running back, on the quarterback keep or on the option pitch, as shown.

BIC:10 BEARDS: 0
Lyle Alzado. Giorgio
Chinaglia. Conrad Dobler. Fred
Dryer. L.C. Greenwood. Ed "Too
Tall" Jones. D.D. Lewis. Greg
Luzinski. Jack Reynolds. Otis
Sistrunk.
Ten of the roughest, toughest,
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meanest beards Bic could
assemble.
And one Bic Shaver
shaved them all. For just
pennies a shave.
Flow many shaves can you
get from one Bic Shaver?

Jim Brown

by Arnie Burdick,
Syracuse HERALD-JOURNAL

Brown was Syracuse's first 2,000-yard career rusher.

•—^\ed Grange or Bronko Nagurski?
. < Nagurski or Grange?
J U For years coaches argued about whom
they'd rather have carrying the ball—Grange,
who would elude would-be tacklers, or Le
Bronko, who would just run over people.
Then it all became academic when a teenager
came roaring off Long Island who could do it
all—he was as elusive to catch as a shadow and
as hard to stop as a Mack truck running
6t

downhill.
It was probably more prophetic than hap
penstance that Jim Brown rhymed with touch
down!
Every football fan knows about Jimmy Brown
of Cleveland Browns fame—the greatest ballcar
rier in NFL history, who rambled for 12,312 yards
to stand atop the pro rushing ladder. However,
few are aware of his early beginnings.
continued on 14t

When America gets into western wear, it gets into
The Gap and into the western-winning looks of names
like Lee Rider® and Gap Fashion Pioneer." The
world's largest seller of Levi's Jeans has the styles,
values and the sizes you want in western jeans and shirts.
Fall into one of over 525 Gap Stores nationwide.

by Blaine Newnham, Eugene REGISTER-GUARD

Track times: zero to 50 in 5.1; zero to 60 in 7.1;
'/4 mile in 15.4. Now that's Awesome...
and then some.
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' i he coach from the visiting team
buckled under the pressure of
playing national champion South
ern California in the mammoth and hos
tile environment of the Los Angeles
Memorial Coliseum.
It was the afternoon before the game.
The two chartered buses were waiting
outside the stadium to take the visitors
back to their hotel after a short workout.
One of the buses wouldn't start, and
the other wouldn't venture through
downtown Los Angeles without the
wounded one. The head coach of the
visitors went on a mad dash around the
parking lot trying to find a set of jumper
cables.
He was more worried later about the
quality of the steaks served at the hotel
—and when they were to be served—
than he was about the substantial root
ing section USC marshals for its games,
more concerned about whether his team
would get wake-up calls at the hotel than
about the notorious smog in Los Angeles,
more concerned about the distractions
for his team from local family and girl
friends than about the condition of the
field.

The logistics of moving 60 football
players, nine coaches, two trainers, a
doctor, four student managers and all
the gear they must take with them is
frankly of more worry to most football
coaches than is the notoriety of the
rival's stadium and fans.
Dwight Eisenhower probably wasn't
as worried about getting the troops
ready for the invasion of Normandy.
"You want to make things go as
smoothly as possible, said a coach who
has been with teams that have played in
the Southeastern Conference, the Pac-10
Conference and as an independent play
ing as tough a schedule as there is in the
country.
"Frankly, I've always enjoyed traveling
as a player and a coach. As a player, I just
thought it was pretty neat to stay at a
nice motel, eat steaks, and play in nice
stadiums. As a coach, I've had more time
to see things while we've traveled, but I
find it terribly upsetting when things
aren't well organized."
Coaches talk about the fluidity of the
day. Mostly, they don't want their players
worrying more about when the bus will
pick them up, why their hotel room isn't

ready, or why the milk at the pre-game
meeting was sour than about the team
they are playing.
Concentration is paramount for the
team on the road, but coaches are more
concerned about it during the 24-hour
buildup to the game than they are dur
ing the game itself.
"As far as the outcome of the game is
concerned," said one coach, I ve found
that the football team with the best
players, the team that is capable of play
ing up to its potential, is almost always
going to win whether it is playing at
home or on the road."
This is not the story you will hear from
college basketball coaches, who would
rather stick toothpicks under their
fingernails than play on the road. One
study indicated that the home team in
football might win slightly more than 50
percent of its games, while in basketball
the figure approaches 75 percent.
"Basketball is much more affected by
the crowd," said a football coach. Its
more involvement by the crowd, more
intimacy. The noise level really can
bother the visiting team, and it often has
continued
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PENNZOIL FOR CARS LIKi
JOHNNY'S. AND BETTYS.
AND YOURS.

Johnny Rutherford and his
wife Betty.
Pennzoil users.
The three-time lndy 500
winner runs with Pennzoil
for top engine protection at
blazing speeds. (After all, that's
a ^40,000 Cosworth engine
powering Jim Hall's Pennzoil
Chaparral.)

Betty uses Pennzoil too. But
she gets her engine protection
with Pennzoil's regular-priced
gas-saving multi-weight oil.
Pennzoil. For cars like
Johnny's. And Betty's. And
yours.
Ask for it. Gas-saving
Pennzoil. Quality in every extra
mile.
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Someone Else's Stadium
continued

a big impact on the officials.
"If I've got a real good football team,"
continued the coach, "then I can travel
anywhere. A good team usually means
the players have experience and a good
deal of maturity. A mature, experienced
team handles adversity well. It really
doesn't matter where it plays."
All of this is not to suggest that coach
es and players don't care whether they
play at home or on the road. Obviously,
the home crowd offers a lot of support.
But unlike the sport of basketball where
fans can often intimidate the opponent,
in most college football games the crowd
either affects the home team positively,
or has no effect at all.
There are, however, some stops in the
Southeastern Conference—notably Lou
isiana State—where crowd noise can be
a major problem for the visitor.
"On the West Coast," said one coach,
"the crowds aren't really a factor at all.
But in the Southeast, the crowds can
bother an inexperienced team, and es
pecially an inexperienced quarterback."
A few years back, a team from the Pac10 was faced with the unenviable assign
ment of opening the season at Nebraska.
What to do, what to do?
The coach at the time found himself a
recording of crowd noise. The tape was
billed as Nebraska versus Oklahoma, but
it was probably crowd noise from the
local race track.
Anyway, for every minute of practice
during the week before the opener, the
coach had his manager put on the tape
and play it on the stadium public ad
dress system loud enough that any selfrespecting teenager would think he was
in heaven.
The noise was nerve-wracking. It was
so bad that when the team finally trotted
out in front of the overwhelming crowd
at Lincoln, the noise in the stadium was
almost soothing.
So the team from the West handled the
noise. But it still had to play the Cornhuskers, and ended up losing by 50
points.
Pittsburgh plays a very demanding
and noisy rivalry with West Virginia.
"For one of our games down there,"
said a former coach at Pitt, "we played a
recording of John Denver's song, "West
Virginia" mixed with crowd noise during
all of our practices. By the time we got to
playing them, we hated the song, we
were pretty irritable and we played a
good game."
Certainly, there are variables in time,
temperature, altitude and playing sur
face for which coaches must prepare
their teams.
And they do it in different ways.
It is not unusual for a team which is
playing a night game when it normally

Although rain can affect a team's playing, it doesn't seem to bother the fans.

plavs during the day to practice a few
times the week before at night.
The time zone is generally handled by
leaving earlier. The general rule of thumb
is that if you are crossing more than one
time zone, you leave a day earlier than
normal.
A West Coast team playing in the Mid
west or East will often head East on
Thursday for a Saturday game instead of
on Friday.
Altitude is sometimes considered
more of a problem, or no problem at all.
Some teams will take oxygen with them
for a game at the Air Force Academy. But
just as many teams will ignore the milehigh location in Colorado altogether.
Football players from a Pacific North
west school have been known to take
turns sitting in a sauna to prepare for a
game in the steamy, sultry South. And
then there was the coach in Los Angeles
who ran the sprinklers over a small
patch of AstroTurf to simulate what it
would be like playing in Seattle.
Just as temperature and elevation can
make a difference, so can reputation. It is
special, frankly, to play at South Bend,
Indiana. A team had better not be look
ing around for Knute Rockne or the
Gipper when the ball is kicked off.
"We tried to engross our players in the
tradition of playing at Notre Dame," said
one coach whose team often played
there.
"I think you're fortunate to play in
such a history-laden stadium and in
front of such an enthusiastic crowd. Hell,
we just told our players to go out there
and enjoy it."
It normally helps visiting teams tp get
the feel of the Notre Dame stadium the

day before they play in it. For one thing,
they understand it 's just a stadium, older
than many, and that while the crowd will
be noisy, it won't be on the field.
One aspect of that stadium that all
players and coaches notice is the length
of the grass. "Tony Dorsett was fairly
short," said a coach at Pitt, "and we
couldn't even find him in that tall grass.
While Notre Dame is accused of not
cutting the lawn to favor its bigger,
stronger and sometimes slower players,
schools in the Northwest have been crit
icized for putting water on their artificial
turf even when it isn't raining.
Coaches do take into consideration
the playing surface, and all teams have
one set of shoes for natural grass fields
and another for artificial surfaces.
On game day, after all the meals have
been served on time and all the bus
schedules met, the visiting team's
coaches report early to the stadiums.
"When we get there all our coaches
have definite assignments," said a coach.
"One coach will check the phones to the
press box and make sure they work and
are private. Another will be in charge of
charting the wind, and another the di
rection of the sun and what impact it will
have on our play.
"Those things can all have a bearing
on the game, but they aren't nearly as
important as the kind of talent you have
and how you've prepared all year long
for the game.
"Playing in somebody else's stadium
can be just like playing in your own—
and will be if you ve handled all the
travel arrangements correctly and you
play well enough to keep the home
!*!
crowd quiet."
lit

College Football Trivia Quiz
1. The eldest college rivalry—it started over
100 years ago—is between
•
a. Princeton and Rutgers
b. Yale and Harvard
c. Alabama and Tennessee

2. In 1954 two teams were crowned national
champions. Ohio State was one and
is the other.
a. Army
b. Mississippi
c. UCLA

3. The first man elected to the National Col
lege Football Hall of Fame as both a player
and a coach was:
.
a. Bernie Bierman
b. Amos Alonzo Stagg
c. John W. Heisman
4. In 1900 there were only two teams which
were undefeated and untied. They were
and
.
a. New Mexico State and Yale
b. USC and Michigan
c. Illinois and Boston College

5. Of these players, which did not win the Outland Trophy?
a. Scott Appleton, Texas
b. Ron Yary, Southern Cal
c. Dick Modzelewski, Maryland
d. Ed Bagdon, Michigan State
e. Jerry Sisemore, Texas
f. Ross Browner, Notre Dame
6. In 1935 the University of Chicago had an
All-Big Ten Player who was also the Heis
man Trophy winner. He was
_•
a. Walter H. Eckersall
b. Jay Berwanger
c. Paul R. DesJardien

'You'll never see that in
an independent agent'.

7. Three of these running backs had three con
secutive 1,000-yard seasons. Who are they?
,
and
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

O. J. Simpson, USC
Chris Gilbert, Texas
Ron Johnson, Michigan
Ed Marinaro, Cornell
Woody Green, Arizona State
Gregg Pruitt, Oklahoma

8. The player nicknamed The Lonely End was
of
_.
a. Don Hutson, Alabama
b. Ron Sellers, Florida State
c. Bill Carpenter, Army

Answers
> *g l§ 'p 'q \£ iq *9 •» '£ io *9 *<l *€ •'» T in *|

SCORE YOURSELF
7—10 correct—Football Trivia Expert
3—6 correct—Football Trivia Semi-Expert
0—2 correct—Football Trivia Non-Expert
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"Snerdley appears to be
a step or two behind in the
pursuit of excellence'.'

They're on the ball. They're the veiy independent men and women who don't really work for.
Fireman's Fund or any other insurance company. They pick and
choose
^^t^wcluxjse
represent. Sometimes they pick Fireman's Rind. Sometimes toeydonf^utwh^rth^
choose,
they do it for just one reason: Tb provide you the very best insurance for the very best price, hit
happens to be ours, that's even better.

Brown
continued from 61

J.B. was only 17 when he enrolled at
Syracuse University in the fall of '53, but
he already had the perfect physique—a
"V-Man" with the massive shoulders and
chest of a heavyweight boxer tapering to a
thin, waspy waist. And all this supported
by a pair of legs that looked like they were
meant to be redwood trees.
An unparalleled scholastic athletic
reputation at Manhasset High had pre
ceded Big Jim to Orangeland. Unlike to
day's age of specialization, Jimmy played
em all. And starred!
Football and basketball were his two fa
vorites, but he was also an all-star lac
rosse player in one of the nation s most
traditional hotbeds, pitched and played
first base for the school nine and highjumped a record six feet, three.
As a 14-year-old soph, Jimmy averaged
7.4 yards running the football, but the
next season, he more than doubled his
average to 15.1. Then, in his senior year
"old age" must have started catching up
with him, for Jim tapered off to a 14 .9-yard
average. He rolled up 132 points his senior
year, but inasmuch as so many of the
games were one-sided, his playing time

added up to just four games. Obviously,
he was a shoo-in to receive the Jim
Thorpe Award as the most outstanding
senior footballer on Long Island.
Brown's gridiron feats were possibly
overshadowed that winter on the basket
ball court where he set a Long Island rec
ord for a single game by pouring in 53
points. Then, to prove it was no fluke, he
popped in 55 the very next week. His av
erage that season was 38 points pergame.
And when Jim wasn't leading Manhas
set High to victory on some field of
friendly strife, he was also earning his
spurs as a master debater and as Chief
Justice of the school's supreme court
Born on St. Simons Island off the coast
of Georgia, Jimmy moved north to Man
hasset with his parents as a young lad, so
it was natural for him to continue his
education at a major institution in the
Northeast.
Syracuse was no bed of roses for Big
Jim when he hit campus. For one thing,
the freshman rule was in effect then, and
canny Ben Schwartzwalder, like most
skippers of that era, brought sophomores
along slowly.

Brown was an outstanding lacrosse player at Syracuse.

But when J.B. finally got the call, he
broke in with a bang. He ripped for 145
yards, including a 54-yard TD, against a
good Cornell team, then broke up the
traditional Colgate game with a 41-yard
gallop that dissolved a 12-12 deadlock.
His junior year, Jimmy got the Orange
back on the winning side of the ledger,
and during his senior campaign the
unanimous All-America spearheaded
Syracuse's drive to the Cotton Bowl,
where he was overwhelmingly named the
MVP even though the Orange was
downed by TCU, 28-27. He had closed out
his collegiate grid career with a flourish
and was the first to make the famed "No.
44" jersey sparkle.
Big Jim wound up as Syracuse's first
2,000-yard career rusher, a feat in those
days, for footballers back then had to play
both ways, and Brown, of course, also
caught all the kicks, as well as doing all
the placement work. His 5.8 vard-percarry career average is still second only to
the late Ernie Davis' ball-carrying work
for the Orange.
Brown's grid finale in OF Archbold
Stadium was a memorable masterpiece
and still has a special place reserved for it
in the NCAA's Book of Records. Against
Colgate that afternoon, Brown roared for
six touchdowns and added seven PATs to
tally 43 points, still the major-college rec
ord for single game scoring.
But Jimmy Brown was more than just a
kid who rolled up fancy grid stats. He was
an all-around whiz. He housed a sprint
er's speed on a weight-thrower's torso
(6-2, 218 his senior season), which is why
he almost won the National AAU De
cathlon in '54 and '55, and also why many
track experts insisted he could have pan
ned the Decathlon Gold in the '56
Olympics.
He once won a dual track meet virtually
single-handed before he led the Orange
lacrossers later that afternoon to a wellearned victory over the Army Cadets to
clinch an undefeated season. And to this
day in Baltimore, the cradle of the Ameri
can game, they still rave about Brown's
lacrosse prowess after he dominated the
annual North-South All-Star game there.
And Big Jim was so talented as a cam
pus basketball star that he was drafted by
the NBA even though he decided not to
play his senior year due to reporting late
because of a New Year's Day Bowl
commitment
To many of us who followed his bril
liant career from his teen years to retire
ment, the greatest quality that Brown
possessed outside his exceptional ath
letic skills and talents was his indestruc
tibility. Brown never missed a game—
high school .. college .. or pro.
In 16 vears of brutal competition, when
all the defenses were designed to stop
him, Big Jim lined up every game.
:•>

Great days
seem to happen
more often
when you re
wearing Brut®
by Faberge.
After shave,
after shower,
after anything®

by Nick Peters, Oakland TRIBUNE
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All right! Pontiac's new specially equipped J2000
High Mileage Coupe is here. And with its standard
four-cylinder engine and manual transmission, and
M^
EPA without air conditioning
# KT (jCC M
and power steering, it
mpg offers you the kind of
economy that makes road work a sheer pleasure.
Use the estimated mpg for comparison. Your
mileage may differ depending on speed, distance,
weather. Actual highway mileage lower. This coupe
is not available in California, where the best J2000
highway estimate is 43, and EPA estimated mpg is @.
Now the joy of our new J2000 Coupe doesn't end
with good mileage. Once you ease into the cockpit,
you'll know exactly what we mean. The standard
fully reclining front bucket seats, striking instrument
panel and floor-mounted 4-speed manual trans
mission with overdrive make it a driver's delight.
There's also standard side window defoggers, a
Delco-GM AM radio with integral digital clock (may

be deleted for credit) and multi-function lever
awaiting your every command.
Suddenly, driving is fun again. Standard frontwheel drive, rack and pinion steering and a taut
suspension system help our J2000 Coupe uncurl
corners and smooth out rough spots.
Of course, we knew you'd want a car that looks as
good as it feels. So we gave this sporty new J2000
a wedge-shaped design that not only helps make it
aerodynamic, but stylish as well. It adds up to one
high mileage car you won't ever want to park.
So come on. Treat yourself to the new Pontiac
J2000 High Mileage Coupe. Or any of our other
exciting new J Generation models—2-door coupe,
3-door hatch, 4-door sedan, and 4-door wagon.
J2000. A neat new way to hit the street. At your
Pontiac dealer now.
Pontiacs are equipped with GM-built engines
produced by various divisions. See your dealer
for details.

NEW PONTIAC12000

hat will you do with the football
program you're reading today?
Will it end up on the ground
to be trampled on as fans file out of the
stadium? Will it be folded in half, tucked
into a coat pocket, then discarded when
you get home? Or will you be like so
many nostalgics who neatly tuck pro
grams away in a closet, hoping to relive
today's game another day?
If you're in the latter group, you're
among a growing number of football col
lectors involved in a hobby which can be
both fun and profitable. After all, today's
program probably cost between 50 cents
and two dollars, so why throw your mon
ey away?
Baseball card collecting commands
most of the attention among sports hob
byists, but football programs could be a
smart investment given the rising popu
larity of the grid sport in the last two
decades. The program for Super Bowl I
at Los Angeles in 1967, for instance, cost
$1. Today the '67 program goes for more
than $50.
But that's mere peanuts compared to
the program for the first Rose Bowl
game, the 1902 clash between Michigan
and Stanford. It is valued at $2,000 and is
in the possession of a California realtor
who estimates that his program col
lection is worth at least $100,000.
Few collectors, of course, have a pro
gram collection with the quality and
quantity of his pride and joy. But Bill
Farmer, who operates Midwest Sports
Books at South Bend, Ind., has more
than 50,000 football programs for sale as
well as a comprehensive personal col
lection of Notre Dame publications.
Nobody knows for sure when the first
continued
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football program was printed, but it is
assumed there was some kind of a scorecard available when Rutgers edged
Princeton, 6-4, in the first intercollegiate
game played, Nov. 6, 1869, at Brunswick,
N.J.
Columbia began playing the following
year and Harvard soon joined the fold,
initiating the nation's longest annual ri
valry by engaging Yale in a game of rugby,
Nov. 13, 1875, at New Haven, Conn. Har
vard won 4-0 and in 1876 the forerunner
of the Ivy League was formed.
"The first major programs were proba
bly for the Harvard-Yale series," reports
Goodwin Goldfadden of Los Angeles, a
pioneer in sports collecting. "In those
days, most games only had a scorecard,
with the bigger programs being used
only for major games.
"The Harvard-Yale programs were
really a big deal in the late 1800s," Gold
fadden says. "A lot of them were hard
bound and included the other sports
played by those schools—something
like an annual for the athletic year. Those
books are valuable, as are the early Rose
Bowl programs. Stanford-Michigan in
1902 was more of a scoresheet, so I con
sider the 1916 Rose Bowl (BrownWashington State) as the No. 1 program."
The advent of intersectional play with
Michigan's venture into the Ivy League in
1881 created more major games and,
thereby, more choice programs. The
West Coast went big league when Califor
nia and Stanford began their annual Big
Football programs are packed with
valuable information on both teams.

EST. RETAIL VALU
$6.50

COLLEGE SPORT CAR OFFER

Order your Sport Cap with choice of college emblem
from the list below.
• High-shaped smooth front with nylon mesh for
comfortable fit • Adjustable, allowing for proper
headsize • Perspiration-absorbent, colorfast

"V-8" Cocktail Vege
table Juice...a deli
cious, healthful way
to cap off your tail
gate party...or "V-8"
Spicy-Hot Vegetable
Juice with a special
spicy sizzle that puts
more spirit in the
spirits.

PLEASE CHECK COLLEGE(S) DESIRED

Here's how to order your College
Sport Cap:
For each cap ordered send $3.25 (check or money
order) and two labels from any size "V-8" Cocktail
Vegetable Juice or "V-8" Spicy-Hot Vegetable
Juice (Wisconsin residents send $3.25 and label
facsimile only) along with your name, address and
zip code to:
V-8 COLLEGE CAP
P.O. Box 9720, Clinton, IA 52736
Offer expires 3/31/82, or while supplies last. Please allow
8 weeks for delivery. Offer good only in U.S.A. Void where taxed,
restricted or prohibited by law. Wisconsin residents send facsimiles
plus money required. Do not mail to Campbell Soup Company.
Camden, NJ 08101.

• Alabama
• Air Force
• Arizona
• Arizona State
• Arkansas
• Army
• Boston College
• B.Y.U.
• California
• Cincinnati
• Colorado State
• Delaware
• Duke
• Florida State
• Georgia
• Georgia Tech
• Harvard
• Idaho

• Idaho State
• Illinois
• Indiana
• Iowa
• Iowa State
• Kansas State
• Kentucky
• L.S.U.
• Maryland
• Memphis State
• Miami
• Michigan
• Michigan State
• Minnesota
• Mississippi State
• Missouri
• Navy
• Nebraska

• New Mexico State
• North Carolina
• Northwestern
• Notre Dame
• Ohio State
• Oklahoma
• Oregon
• Oregon State
• Penn
• Penn State
• Pittsburgh
• Princeton
• Purdue
• Rice
• Rutgers
• Slippery Rock
• Stanford
• Syracuse

• T.C.U.
• Temple
• Tennessee
• Texas
• Texas A & M
• Tulane
• U.C.L.A.
• U.S.C.
• Utah
• Utah State
• Vanderbilt
• Virginia
• Wake Forest
• Washington
• Washington State
• Wisconsin
• Yale

Bowl game programs are much sought after by football program collectors.

Game in 1892. That series produced
some of the most colorful and valued
programs on the West Coast until South
ern Cal and Notre Dame began clashing
in 1926.
Most of those early programs were in
the extensive collection Goldfadden
housed in a warehouse. A few years ago,
he sold the bulk of his all-sports treasure
to Notre Dame, which extracted the
items it needed—especially some rare
Olympics memorabilia—for its library.
Much of the remainder was purchased
by Farmer.
"I bought about 50 tons from Notre
Dame," recalls Farmer. "The university
also gave me its mailing list, so I have all
the business I can handle. For my per
sonal collection, Notre Dame programs
are a specialty. I have about 98 percent of
them from 1924. The oldest I have is a
game with Wabash in 1916. I also have a
1902 Ohio State-Indiana, but the pro
gram I consider the rarest and the best is
the one from the Notre Dame-Ohio State
game in 1935.
"That isn't so old," he admits, "but it
later became The Game of the Century,'
so it has a lot of value. There were 80,000
people at Columbus that day, yet the
program is hard to find. Both teams were
undefeated and Ohio State had a 13-0
lead in the fourth quarter, but the Irish
came back to win 18-13, so it's something
special."
Bob Wiggs, a collector from
Indi

anapolis, also regards the program from
that dramatic 1935 clash as a prime col
lectible, but also lists the early YaleHarvard publications and the 1913
Army-Notre Dame program as prime
items.
When it comes to traditional rivalries,
however, few collectors can match the
quality of programs in the possession of
two collectors who live relatively close to
each other in the shadow of the Stanford
campus. Lloyd McGovern, who is the
group sales director for the San Fran
cisco Giants and an avid Stanford histor
ian, as a youngster contacted conces
sions king Harry Stevens and was able to
obtain several old programs.
McGovern s pride is the first Big Game
program, published for the second game
of the Cal-Stanford series, Dec. 17, 1892.
He specializes in long-standing series,
including USC-Notre Dame, Army-Navy,
Army-Notre Dame and Ohio StateMichigan.
"As far as I knowC McGovern says,
"there was no program for the first Big
Game in March of 1892. I have the pro
gram from the second game that year
and I understand it is the first CalStanford program. By 1893, the Big Game
had a real big league program, 40 pages
with color."
Neighbor Tod Spieker, like McGovern,
is on a quality kick. But he also has suf
ficient quantity to warrant the building
continued
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of a 17-by-10 room in his garage to house
the collections, which he stores in fourdrawer legal file cabinets. Like many pro
gram collectors, Tod got started because
he is a fan and because of parental influ
ence.
"My dad kept a program from every
game he attended and he got me in
volved," Spieker explains. "I continued
collecting on my own because I'm a fan.
I also like football collecting because it's
more unique. There are a lot more base
ball collectors, so that's not such a big
deal.
"It's more of a hobby than an in
vestment for me.Some people have more
programs, but my collection would be
tough to beat in terms of quality. I
wouldn't trade it for anyone's. I stockpile
duplicates so I can trade with people. If
there's something I really need, I'D give a
lot for it."
Among the rare possessions in Tod's
mini-museum are a 3-by-5 scorecard for
that historic 1875 Harvard-Yale game, an
item he values at $200. He is proudest,
however, of the 1902 Rose Bowl program
and refutes Goldfadden's claim that it is
a four-page scorecard.
"There's only one in existence and I
have it," Spieker boasts. "There may also
have been a scorecard for that game, but
I have a program printed in conjunction
with the Tournament of Roses. It is a
40-page book, with five or six devoted to
football.
"Rose Bowls are my favorite collection
and I consider the 1902 game the cornerstone. I found it about four years ago. I
bought it from an old fellow in Pasadena
for $150 and some newer programs. I
have all the Rose Bowl programs except
three, but I don't think one was publish
ed for the 1923 Penn State-USC game.
There are none available."
Spieker also is missing the 1918-19
Rose Bowls, played between service
teams during WWI, and has all the
Orange Bowl programs except the first,
Miami-Bucknell in 1935. Tod has most of
the Big Game programs dating back to
1892, owns a run dating from 1924 on the
major Notre Dame rivalries (USC, Army
and Navy), and has all the Cal programs,
home and away, from 1927, except for
the 1934 contest at Hawaii against Hono
lulu Township.
But programs don't necessarily have to
be old to be valuable to certain collectors.
Wiggs, in fact, mentioned a 1979 program
as his favorite.
"It was the Notre Dame-Miami Mirage
Bowl at Tokyo," Bob says. "I consider it
the best in my collection because I've
never seen a more beautiful program. It's
thick, 80 pages, and the photography is
fantastic. I consider that '79 program and
the 1935 Notre Dame-Ohio State as my
two favorites."
20t

Football programs provide great reading not just at the game, but at home, too.

Today's programs, of course, have the
advantage of modern technology. What
they lack in nostalgic ads and old-time
covers, they compensate for with greater
printing quality and vivid colors. Com
panies like Touchdown Publications, of
San Francisco, use a national format with
local inserts to cut rising costs without
diminishing quality.
The pioneer of football program syn
dication is Berkeley's Walter Kolasa, who
is living in retirement after spending
more than 60 years as a floor sweeper,
advertising salesman, advertising man
ager and, eventually, president and own
er of Lederer, Street and Zeus Printing
Co. in Berkeley.
"I started with the company in 1914
and was a sports fan," Kolasa says. "In
those days, there were scorecards for
most games and more elaborate pro
grams for traditional rivalries like CalStanford. I can remember the boss think
ing that only a scorecard was necessary
and that there was absolutely no value to
the covers.
"But as I moved up with the company,
I realized some money could be made by
franchising covers. I contacted Charlie
Thorp, an ad representative in New York,
about national ads for programs and the
idea took off. By the mid-1930s, the foot
ball program business was booming."
Thanks to the ingenuity of Kolasa, his
company began servicing colleges all
over the nation with beautiful, artistic
covers, inserts, schedule cards and post

ers. At his peak, Walter printed programs
for all the Pacific Coast Conference (fore
runner of the Pac-10) schools, major in
dependents like Santa Clara and St.
Mary's and the majority of the Big Ten
universities.
"We became an authority on programs
because we gave service and quality,"
Kolasa recalls. "I realized the program's
potential as a source of ad revenue. Rich
field was the first company to buy a col
or centerfold with lineups and tobacco
companies went for the back cover. It
started with Camels and Chesterfields.
"We had more business than we could
handle from the Thirties to the early Sev
enties. We did all the Rose Bowl and
East-West programs in those years. Then
we got into pro ball when the 49ers start
ed in 1946, and we also did the Raiders
when they began in 1960. Then things
started costing too much and bigger
companies had the means to offer a bet
ter deal, so the NFL went to the Pro Mag
azine format and Touchdown Publica
tions started handling a lot of the college
business."
The individuality likely will never re
turn to the football program, but out
standing photography and reproduction
methods have made the modern football
program attractive in a different way. It
might be a few years before you can wax
nostalgic over this 1981 program, but
take some advice: don't dump it. Today's
throwaway becomes tomorrow's trea
sure.
*•'

last year I won
more money,
than ever before,
so I talked to
EFHutton.
And I listened!'»
"E.RHutton showed me how to
make my winnings go further, how
to build a nest egg for the future,
j
and more importantly, how to
/
stay ahead of that inflation bogey. /
"My advice is to listen to
your E.RHutton broker and find/
out how he can help you.
"You'll never know when
you'll need the money"

EFHutton

When EFHutton talks,people listen.
Member S1P C

THE OFFICIAL BEER
OFTHE NTFL!

"Clothing by Higgins
... it has to be good."
For more information call
toll tree 1-800-633-2422; in
Alabama call 1-800-762-2496
or write Higgins Company,
Lineville. Alabama 36266.
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iscourses on the origin of football
are akin to arguments over the
chicken and the egg mystery, ex
cept that football historians give you
more possibilities to consider.
There are those who insist the Greeks
invented football and called it harpaston.
Others contend the Romans started it all
and called it harpastrum after Julius
Caesar caught Teutonic tribesmen one
day kicking, throwing and running with
an oval-shaped ball that turned out to be
a freshly-severed head of an enemy sol
dier.
Regardless of its orgin, the sport of
football had its intercollegiate intro
duction in the United States on Novem
ber 6, 1869. It was on that historic date
that Rutgers and Princeton engaged in
the first of a three-game series, the re
sult, no less, of a challenge from Rutgers.
It seems that Princeton, the challengee,
had inflicted a 40-2 baseball defeat upon
Rutgers on May 5, 1886. Granted, three
years is a long time to carry a grudge, but
it must be understood that the men of
Nassau
Hall (the official name
"Princeton" was still 27 years away) and
the male students at Rutgers were very
arch rivals.
The men of Princeton, true to the col
lege spirit of the day, accepted the chal
lenge. Whereupon, correspondence and
other preliminaries followed concerning
the rules and mechanics of the series.
The only point of debate was in regard to
the "free kick." Princeton players were
accustomed to being granted an un
obstructed free kick at the opponent's
goal if they had succeeded in catching
the ball on the fly or the first bounce.
Rutgers, on the other hand, had no such
play. The compromise: there would be
no free kicks in games played at New
Brunswick, but they would be permitted
at Princeton.
With certain exceptions, including
permission for the players to bat the ball
with their hands or fists and occasional
dribbling of the ball, the rules decided
upon gave a striking image to mass soc
cer. However, it was called football at the
time. It could just as easily have been

called primitive soccer, but historians
have labeled it primitive football.
At any rate, it was agreed that the
game was to be played on a field 360 feet
long and 225 feet wide. The goals,
marked by posts, would be 24 feet wide.
Each side would have 25 players. There
would be no throwing or running with
the round, inflated rubber ball; only
kicking and dribbling. There would be
no holding of the ball for free kicks.
There would be no tripping or holding
opposing players. One coin toss would
decide the choice of goals; another toss
would decide who would have the first
kick. Other rules governing out-ofbounds kicks and missed goal attempts
were also inserted. And there would be
six officials.
Spirit ran high on both campuses as
the game date neared. The arrival of the
Big Day brought a rising pitch of ex
citement. One newspaper later reported:
"Despite the primitiveness of the occa
sion, the jerky little train that steamed
out of Princeton at 9 o'clock on that
memorable morning was crowded to the
aisles and platforms with a freight of ea
ger students. Rutgers accordingly met
their visitors at the station in a mass and
devoted the day exclusively to their
hearty entertainment."
Asked to describe The Game at a 1934
meeting of the newly formed Touch
down Club of New York, John W. Herb
ert, the lone surviving player of that first
game, gave a vivid description of events.
"At 3 p.m., shortly after the kick-off, the
opposing players arrived on the field,
discarded their hats, coats and vests,
and, making a belt of their suspenders,
proceeded to rush into battle. The men
of Rutgers wore red stocking caps.
"Within the first five minutes, Stephen
C. Gano and George R. Dixon combined
to score the first goal for Rutgers. Com
bat grew fierce. 'Big Mike' Michael, a gi
ant, put some teeth into the Princeton
attack and roughed up the Rutgers de
fenders plenty. But Rutgers had it when
they needed it and were leading, six
goads to four, when the game came to a
crashing end."

Touch football is thirsty work. So it stands
to reason that the National Touch Football League
would choose as its official beer one
with a rich, smooth taste. And they did: ^
Michelob Light.
Compare the taste to any beer you like! /
ANHEUSER 8USCH. INC • ST. LOUIS MO

Game plan for a game room.

The first NCAA soccer tournament was held in 1959.

F

Don't just sit there. In a matter of a few
hours, you could turn your attic or spare room
into a beautiful new game room.
Try some real wood paneling. A few
shelves. Or maybe a whole new room.
Your Georgia-Pacific Registered Dealer has
everything you need to do the job yourself.
Plans and tools. Building materials. And even
a word or two of advice.

So put your game plan to work in your
game room. We'll help. Wherever you see
the familiar blue and white Georgia-Pacific
Registered Dealer sign in your community.
Georgia Fbcific

A.

REGISTERED DEALER

Home of quality
building products
and service

For everything you need to know
about paneling, send for our free
paneling kit. It's filled with paneling
ideas, installation details and
decorating tips. For your copy,
write: Georgia-Pacific, Department
TI-1081, 900 S.W. Fifth Avenue,
Portland, Oregon 97204.

Yoti can do it. We'll help.

ootball is undeniably the name of
the game in colleges across the
country from early September
through early December. But the gridders are not the only Boys of Fall.
It only seems that way.
While football does cast a very long
shadow across autumn on campus,
there are other sports managing to find
a place in the sun. A small place, per
haps, but a place.
Officially, the National Collegiate Ath
letic Association conducts champion
ships in only three fall sports—cross
country, soccer and water polo. But un
officially, there is a variety of competition
at the club level in a variety of sports that
run the gamut from A as in archery to Z
as in zeppelin racing.
Depending on such variables as geog
raphy, terrain, and weather, there is fall
activity in rugby, ice hockey, Softball, flag
football, bowling, lacrosse, ffisbee, and
whatnot.
At this point, you're probably saying
you can accept whatnot, but zeppelin
racing? Well, yes. Sort of. It hasn't quite
reached the club level yet, but a frater
nity at Slippery Rock (where else?) does
sponsor zeppelin races, although admit

tedly the emphasis is more on tongue-incheek than ship-in-air.
Some of the sports mentioned above
are not, strictly speaking, fall sports.
Flockey, for instance, belongs to winter,
and the NCAA conducts its lacrosse
championships in the spring.
But this merely leads us to one of the
major fall athletic activities—getting
ready for winter and spring.
Many of the schools even have a flour
ishing, if unofficial, baseball program.
NCAA champion Arizona State Univer
sity, for instance, plays a 30-game fall
schedule. Or, to put it more precisely,
conducts 30 game-condition scrim
mages as tryouts for walkons and various
other hopefuls.
There is no admission charge, and no
official score is kept, so the games do not
count against any conference and NCAA
schedule limitations.
But a game is a game is a game.
However, we digress. The official fall
sports, water polo and cross country, are
having tough sledding nationally. (And
not just because of a lack of snow.)
Cross country, of course, is not really a
separate sport, but a spinoff of track.
And it does not really televise well. As for

Water polo has been dominated, not sur
prisingly, by West Coast schools.
water polo and soccer, they have in re
cent years tended to become segregated
sports, creating a geographical imbal
ance that may have to be corrected by
busing splashers and kickers from the
West Coast to the rest of the country.
All 12 NCAA championships in water
polo have been won by California
schools—California four, Stanford and
UCLA three each, and UC-Santa Barbara
and UC-Irvine one each.
And the University of San Francisco
has replaced St. Louis University as the
perennial NCAA soccer champion.
Michigan State is the cross-country
leader with eight NCAA titles, but the
Spartans haven't won since 1959, and
foreign legions from Texas and Oregon
have dominated the last decade.
What kind of budgets do these minor
sports have to work with, and how do
they cope with a lack of recognition in
their battle for a piece of a decreasingly
smaller pie?
Pete Cutino, who has been coaching
continued
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ow is the time for all good fans
to order the official souvenir
program sold at the 1982 Rose
Bowl, Orange Bowl and Cotton
Bowl, and the 1981 Gator Bowl and
Sun Bowl football games.
These beautiful collector's editions
contain over 125 pages of in-depth
scouting reports, special features
on past bowl games, a section on
the record holders and halftime
shows, a review of the past season
in words and photos and even a
bowl quiz to test your trivia
memoryEach program is chock-full of full
color action photos and is a perfect
gift for the fanatic fan and the
discerning collector. Whether you
attend the games in person or view
them in the comfort of your home,
these programs are a must item to
increase your enjoyment of all of
the excitement at bowl time.
Prices for the souvenir bowl pro
grams follow and include postage
and handling:
S 4.75 per program
$20.00 for all 5 bowls
Quantity:

_ROSE BOWL
.ORANGE BOWL
.COTTON BOWL
.GATOR BOWL
.SUN BOWL

water polo at the University of California
for 18 years, has won four NCAA titles,
and twice been named NCAA Coach of
the Year. He makes do with five full
scholarships (the legal limit) and a re
cruiting budget of about $1,500 a year.
Football coaches spend more than
that on shoelaces, of course. But Cutino
isn't complaining. At least not very
much.
"We have a tough problem with the
word minor, " he admits, "because at Cal
we treat ourselves as a major sport and
go at it that way. I even have a small
problem with non-revenue sport'. We
think of our program as an Olympic
sport."
The number of Pac-10 schools com
peting in water polo at the varsity level
dwindled to four last year when the Uni
versity of Arizona, citing inflation and re
lated economic woes, pulled the plug on
its program.
Water polo is such a limited-partici
pation sport nationwide (53 varsity pro
grams and perhaps 60 club programs)
that all the schools are grouped in one
division, although only 33 are Division 1
schools.
"Actually," says Cutino, "water polo is
one of the cheapest sports, assuming of
course you already have a pool."
California domination of the water
polo scene is not terribly surprising.
"Several hundred high schools and
junior colleges in our state have varsity
water polo programs," says Cutino, "so
we don't have to look very far for our
talent. In fact, last year, 34 of our 35 play
ers were home grown. There are also
pretty good high school water polo pro
grams in Texas and in the Chicago area."
Cutino also notes that his sport has
few of the academic problems associ
ated with some of the big sports. "For
some reason or other," he says, "water
polo players seem to be academically
talented."
The Bears average in the neigh
borhood of 1,500 fans for most of their

Cross country is one of only three fall sports in which the NCAA conducts official cham
pionships.
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meets, but attract turnaway crowds
(2,700) for splashouts against archrival
Stanford and other top attractions.
As for soccer, St. Louis almost com
pletely dominated the early years (the
first NCAA tournament was held in 1959),
and still leads in overall titles with 10.
But Coach Steve Negoesco's Dons have
won four of the last six titles (although
the 1978 title was vacated because of an
ineligible player). In 19 years at USF,
Negoesco has won five NCAA titles, and
never had a losing season, but success
hasn't been all sweetness for Steve—
who would probably win coach-theyleast-like-to-see-succeed honors if his
peers were polled, by a landslide.
Steve is faulted by some for heavy re
liance on foreign players. More than half
the players on his last championship
team were foreign-born, including six
from Norway, which sent Eric Neilsen,
NCAA Most Valuable Player, and Bjorn
Tronstad, leading scorer in the nation
two years ago as a freshman, to the Bay
Area school.
Soccer, as you might suspect, is defi
nitely not considered a minor sport at
the University of San Francisco, although
here again, football and basketball at
most schools spill far more than soccer
spends.
Negoesco operates within an NCAA
limit of 11 full scholarships, which are
spread among 15 or 16 players. And his
recruiting budget is only about $2,000 a
year. (Many of the Norwegian players are
recruited by word-of-mouth from coun
trymen and/or relatives who preceded
them to USF.)
Soccer players need, among other
things, plenty of stamina. In fact, soccer
fans need a little stamina, too.
The basketball folks make a big deal
out of double overtime, and the football
folks don't allow any overtime. But a 1959
semifinal game between Bridgeport and
West Chester State had 10 overtimes!
P.S.—Bridgeport won, 2-1.

- Z"P -

Orders must be received by
December 1, 1981, to ensure delivery.
Make check or money order payable to:
TOUCHDOWN PUBLICATIONS
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Where would a wise investor seek
sound advice, attentive service,
unbeatable information, and
unmatched financial strength ?

Merrill Lynch says,
close to home.
Don't misunderstand. There's
nothing wrong with searching far
and wide for investment ideas. It's
not easy to get rich these days.
But to search on your own is a
full-time job-and-a-half. \ou have to
read everything, digest it all, ana
lyze the information, act on it...and
do it fast, because opportunities
become ancient history in precious
little time.
Meanwhile, some of the best
investment ideas are sitting practi
cally on your doorstep, at a nearby
office of Merrill Lynch.
We have the resources and
the people to know, really know,
investment opportunities as diverse
as oil drilling partnerships and
Treasury Bill futures, options and
retirement plans.
Our research team is the best
on Wall Street—in Wall Street's
own opinion. And we make it easy
to use that unrivaled resource: com
puter terminals at every Merrill
Lynch office can instantly print out

A breed apart
up-to-the-minute opinions on more
than 1200 stocks.
Best of all is the way we tailor
our advice to your requirements.
Before offering a single suggestion,
your Merrill Lynch Account Exec
utive will spend a long while listen
ing. Finding out what you really
need. Because the smartest invest
ment plans—the plans most likely
to succeed—start with a clear
definition of where they want to go.
Are you looking for security or the

and send together with your
name and address to:
TOUCHDOWN PUBLICATIONS
BOWL PROGRAMS
Three Embarcadero Center, Suite 1980
San Francisco, CA 94111
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opportunity to speculate? For cur
rent income or capital growth?
What you tell us determines in
large part what we tell you.
So we make a point of develop
ing, for each customer, a sound
long-term investment strategy, and
we encourage you to stick with it
and not be sidetracked by invest
ment fads or temporary market
aberrations. And we give you the
security of knowing that we're
going to stick with you and see you
through to your goals. Merrill
Lynch has more than $800 million
in capital resources working for
you, and we plan to be advising you
long after all those fad investments
have been written off
So drop in at a nearby Merrill
Lynch office and look over some of
the brochures that explain our phi
losophy and way of doing things.
Don't worry...we won't ask you to
buy anything. In fact, we probably
won't even let you, until we get to
know you better.

Merrill Lynch

TONIGHT'S GAME

SPARTANS AIM FOR CALIFORNIA BOWL BID

Tonight could be the night San Jose State
earns its first Pacific Coast Athletic Associa
tion title since 1976 and its first post-season
bowl appearance in ten years. Standing in the
way of the Spartans' march towards the con
ference championship and the subsequent
automatic invitation to the inaugural Califor
nia Bowl in Fresno, CA, is perennial league
nemesis, the University of the Pacific.
Season records have not meant very much
when these two teams take the field especially
over the last three seasons. Though the Spar
tans, 6-2 overall and 3-0 in PCAA play, have
won these encounters, Pacific, 4-5 overall
and 2-2 in conference action, has grudgingly
conceded victory. Only eight points separate
the Tigers from three triumphs over the
years.
Last year, Pacific running back John
Morehouse catapulted the middle of his of
fensive line at the Spartan goal line on the
game's final play only to be stopped by a
horde of Spartan tacklers led by defensive
end Bob Overly as San Jose State held on to a
28-23 win.
Two years ago, San Jose State's James
Tucker hit the line with 45 seconds left in the
game and scored on a 1 yard plunge as the
Spartans registered a 32-31 come-frombehind victory. Taking it down to the last
play, UOP even had two possessions to
salvage victory from defeat.
The first in this series of mini-dramas
began in 1978 when Spartan quarterback' Ed
Luther connected with Rick Parma, who
scored six times against UOP in three years,
with a 5 yard pass with no time left on the
clock for another comeback triumph 33-31.

Taste is all it takes to switch to Jim Beam
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY. 80 PROOF DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY JAMES B. BEAM DISTILLING CO.. CLERMONT. BEAM. KY.

Turning to the present, San Jose State
hopes to rebound from a hard-fought 31-24
loss to the nation's top scoring and total of
fense team, Arizona State. In a game when
the bounce of the ball affected the nature of
the contest, the Sun Devils, who scored the
game-winning touchdown with less than six
minutes to play, ended the Spartans' six game
winning streak.

Starting another win skein will not be any
easier to due to the absence of wide receiver
Stacey Bailey, nose guard Dave Dole, and in
side linebacker Cheyenne Tuufuli, three
senior starters. They join cornerback Gill
Byrd and defensive end Eric Lane on the
sidelines, two other Spartan starters who
were lost for the year due to knee injuries.
Among the replacements are veteran inside
linebacker Ken Woodburn, who led the team
with 10 tackles despite playing only half a
game in the Arizona State contest, junior college
transfer Jessie Green at nose guard, and wide
receiver Mervyn Fernandez.
Another thing the Tigers would not desire
is to let the Spartan offense dictate the tempo
of the game. One of the nation's best offen
sive football teams, San Jose State has been
averaging 32.9 points and 424.1 yards of total
offense a game. At the helm of the Spartan at
tack is quarterback Steve Clarkson who has
•completed 51.9 percent of his passes for 2063
yards and 20 touchdowns.
Clarkson's primary targets all season have
been slotback Tim Kearse, who had a season
best of 10 catches last week to raise his yearly
total to 46 receptions, and Gerald Willhite,
with 37 grabs to his credit.
Willhite, the best all-around back in college
football, tops the club in rushing with 813
yards. One of two players to gain at least
1000 yards rushing and catch at least 50
passes, he has an excellent chance to
duplicate this same feat this year.
Defensively, the Spartans continue to stifle
the opposition's running attack. The Sun
Devils, who averaged over 300 yards a game
on the the ground, mustered only 103 yards,
as San Jose State retained its national ranking
against the run.
Moving the ball on the ground is not one of
the strong suits of the current Pacific ball
club. Fullback Gary Blackwell, the club's top
rusher the last two campaigns is a bruising
runner with 400 yards on the year.
Instead, the Tigers have found offensive
success through the air. In last week's 23-21
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upset win over South Carolina, the team that
beat previously undefeated North Carolina,
the Tigers threw a school record 58 times
completing another school mark of 31 passes
for 3 touchdowns. Going to a two quarter
back system, UOP coach Bob Toledo alter
nated seniors Harley Miller and Grayson
Rogers en route to the club's second straight
win and third triumph in the last four
outings.
Hauling in the Pacific aerials are running
back David Brown, who caught 8 passes last
week to add to his season total of 27, wide
receiver Garry Parcells, who has 25 recep
tions, and tight ends Paul Schreiner and Tony
Camp, both of whom have more than 20 cat
ches for the year.
Defensively, UOP has stiffened following
three early season games with Pac-10 op
ponents where the Tigers permitted over 30
points a game. Against South Carolina, UOP
held the Gamecocks to 12 yards rushing and
235 yards of total offense on the afternoon.
Nose guard George Dunlap, this week s
PCAA "Defensive Player of the Week" led
the Pacific charge with 11 tackles and 1
quarterback sack.
However, the strength of the Tiger defense
is in its linebacking corps. Inside linebackers
Kirk Harmon, a 1980 All-PCAA first team
choice, and Kevin Einck are 1-2 in total hits.
The 6-foot-2, 236 pound Harmon has 182
stops and 6 quarterback sacks to his credit
while Einck is nearing the three figure tackle
mark with 98 hits. Outside linebacker Mike
Merriweather is another outstanding player
with 78 tackles on the year.
Meeting for the 53rd time in 60 years, San
Jose State has built up a 28-20-4 advantage
over Pacific. But if records are meaningless in
this series, be prepared for a full 60 minutes
of football as the two teams take the outcome
of the game down to its final plays.

FINAL HOME
GAME:
Saturday, November 28

Watch San Jose State
"SPARTAN
HIGHLIGHTS"
with
JACK ELWAY
&
TOM JANIS
Immediately Preceding
NCAA Football
Saturdays
on
KNTV 11

THE SPARTAN
MARCHING BAND
Tonight at halftime, the Spartan Marching Band sets off
on an evening of adventure that traverses both the heavens
and the underworld.
The "Pride of the Spartans," led by SJSU Director of
Bands, P. Carl Chevallard, begins tonight's action with the
search for supernatural power, playing the theme from this
summer's box-office smash, "Raiders of the Lost Ark."
Next, the West's only all-brass college marching band
recreates music's most famous descent into the under
world, playing "La Samba de Orfeo" from "Black Or
pheus," the story of a man who challenged the depths of
Hades in search of his lost love.
While Orpheus wanders along the River Styx, the band
concludes tonight's performance with a medley from the
Styx album, "Rockin' the Paradise." After the beautiful
Spartan Spectrums dance team puts on some fancy moves
to the beat of the title track, "Rockin' the Paradise," the
band closes the show with "The Best of Times," arranged
by Scott Pierson, associate director of the Spartan Marching
Band.

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
ALPHABETICAL FOOTBALL ROSTER
NO.
56
76
22
28
36
6
53
54
71
3
4
88
7
33
44
89
94
24
77
2
50
92
14
8
20
40
98
81
27
84
49
91
93
99
32
74
18
70

POS.
NAME
LB
Albright, Dave
DT
Alexander, Larry
WR
Bailey, Stacey
CB
Barrett, Willard
CB
Bearden, Jerome
PK
Berg, Mike
C
Bodkin, Steve
OG
Bohan, George
OT
Bowles, Trevor
CB
Byrd, Gill
TB
Carter, Andre
TE
Carter, Chris
QB
Clarkson, Steve
S
Cooper, Ken
FB
Criswell, Dave
DT
Cruz, Dave
DT
Curland, Mike
CB
Daniel, Ken
OG
Delgado, Ken
TB
Delgado, Mike
OG
Dennis, Jim
NG
Dole, Dave
QB
Erickson, Darin
Fernandez, Mervyn WR
CB
Ferris, Ward
TB
Floyd, Michael
DE
Ford, Kerry
TE
Franz, Tracy
S
Gable, John
TE
Gillan, Monte
DE
Grant, Bobby
DT
Grauss, Brett
DT
Grauss, Bryan
NG
Green, Jessie
S
Hawkins, Brian
OT
Hooper, Max
CB
Jackson, Ken
OT
James, Bill

Head Coach: Jack Elway

HT. WT. CL EXP HOMETOWN
6-1 236 JR JC San Leandro, CA
6-3 250 SR IV Los Angeles, CA
168 SR 3V San Rafael, CA
6-1
5-9 175 JR WO Los Angeles, CA
6-1 184 SR 2V Tacoma, WA
6-0 173 JR 2V Lake Bluff, IL
220 JR JC Irvine, CA
6-1
240 JR JC Cazadero, CA
6-1
6-4 250 SO IV West Vancouver, BC
5-11 192 JR 2V San Francisco, CA
5-9 200 JR JC Los Angeles, CA
6-3 210 JR WO Carson, CA
6-1 205 JR 2V Los Angeles, CA
6-1 199 SO IV Bakersfield, CA
5-11 200 JR JC Shafter, CA
6-4 265 SR IV Torrance, CA
6-3 240 SR IV Temple City, CA
5-10 193 SR IV Richmond, CA
6-4 255 JR JC San Jose, CA
5-8 180 JR JC San Francisco, CA
6-3 220 FR WO San Rafael, CA
6-1
238 SR IV Buena Park, CA
6-4 204 JR IV Northridge, CA
6-3 184 SO TR San Jose, CA
6-0 176 FR WO Palo Alto, CA
5-10 180 JR WO Alameda, CA
6-0 217 JR JC Culver City, CA
6-5 246 SR 3V Sacramento, CA
6-1 183 SR IV Ontario, CA
6-4 208 JR JC Pasadena, CA
5-11 207 JR WO Pasadena, CA
6-3 205 FR HS Terra Linda, CA
6-3 205 FR HS Terra Linda, CA
5-11 213 JR JC Baton Rouge, LA
6-1 183 JR IV Long Beach, CA
6-4 256 SR 3V Eureka, CA
6-0 180 SO WO Carson, CA
6-4 247 SR 2V Los Gatos, CA

NO.
1
66
9
83
65
61
78
96
51
46
72
57
86
64
79
69
15
82
60
73
5
75
12
42
85
25
90
37
43
80
62
21
47
19
59
95

POS. HT. WT. CL EXP HOMETOWN
NAME
WR 5-11 188 JR IV York, PA
Kearse, Tim
LB 6-1 215 SR IV San Francisco, CA
Keeve, Damon
TB 5-8 165 SO IV Long Beach, CA
King, Art
DE 6-2 212 SR IV Lynwood, CA
Lane, Eric
OG 6-4 250 JR JC Carmel, CA
Larson, Tom
DE 6-2 225 SO IV Santa Clara, CA
Makela, Tim
OT 6-3 261 JR JC Irvine, CA
Maki, Ron
LB 6-2 215 JR JC San Leandro, CA
Matheny, Bob
LB 6-0 200 JR JC Woodland Hills, CA
Maurer, Mike
S 5-9 194 SR IV Visalia, CA
McClaren, Glen
DT 6-2 225 JR JC Marina, CA
McEnroe, Steve
C 6-2 225 JR JC Pleasanton, CA
Moore, Phil
TE 6-4 226 JR JC San Jose, CA
Nicholas, Bill
OG 6-0 241 SR 3V Fremont, CA
Nielsen, Bart
OG 6-3 285 JR 2V Hayward, CA
Niko, Maomao
DE 6-0 220 SR IV Layton, UT
Overly, Bob
QB 5-11 185 JR IV San Jose, CA
Overstreet, Jack
DT 6-3 235 SR IV San Jose, CA
Parise, Steve
C 6-1 234 SO IV Kennewick, WA
Petkevicius, Jeff
OT 6-5 240 JR JC Arroyo Grande, CA
Ramelli, Henry
Rebboah, Phillippe P/K 5-11 170 JR JC San Jose, CA
OT 6-5 250 JR 2V Richmond, CA
Severance, Dan
QB 6-2 195 FR HS Spokane, WA
Sloan, Rick
FB 6-0 210 JR JC San Francisco, CA
Smally, Roy
WR 6-0 180 JR IV Northridge, CA
Sutton, Chris
WR 6-0 180 JR JC Richmond, CA
Taylor, Ken
LB 6-2 225 SR IV Cypress, CA
Teasley, Randy
S 5-10 207 JR 2V Hanford, CA
Thomas, Ken
RB 5-11 200 SO JC Dunellen, NJ
Thornburg, Ron
WR 5-11 202 SR IV Los Angeles, CA
Thornton, Mario
LB 6-1 235 SR 3V Fagatogo,
Tuufuli, Cheyenne
American Samoa
WR
5-11
165
SO
IV
Long Beach, CA
Tyler, Kevin
TB 5-10 190 SR IV Rancho Cordova, CA
Willhite, Gerald
WR 6-2 180 SO WO San Francisco, CA
Wilson, Jimmie
OT 6-2 255 FR WO San Jose, CA
Wince, Craig
LB 6-2 225 JR 2V La Mirada, CA
Woodburn, Ken
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UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
PROBABLE STARTERS

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
PROBABLE STARTERS

OFFENSE

OFFENSE
Mervyn Fernandez

WR

8

LT

75

Dan Severance

LG

79

Maomao Niko

C

60

Jeff Petkevicius

RG

65

Tom Larson

RT

74

Max Hooper

TE
QB

81
7

Tracy Franz
Steve Clarkson

FB

43

Ron Thornburg

TB

47

Gerald Willhite

WR

1

Tim Kearse

98

Kerry Ford

LT

94

Mike Curland

NG

99

Jessie Green

RT

72

Steve McEnroe

RE

69

LLB
RLB

95

Bob Overly
Ken Woodburn

66

Damon Keeve

LC

36

Jerome Bearden

RC
ss

24

Ken Daniel

46

Glen McClaren

FS

37

Ken Thomas

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
NUMERICAL ROSTER
1
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
12
14
15
18
19
20
21
22
24
25
27
28
32
33
34
36
37
40
42
43
44
46
47
49
50
53
54
56

Tim Kearse, WR
Mike Delgado, RB
Andre Carter, TB
Phillippe Rebboah, P/K
Mike Berg, PK
Steve Clarkson, QB
Mervyn Fernandez, WR
Art King, TB
Rick Sloan, QB
Darin Erickson, QB
Jack Overstreet, QB
Ken Jackson, CB
Jimmie Wilson, WR
Ward Ferris, CB
Kevin Tyler, WR
Stacey Bailey, WR
Ken Daniel, CB
Ken Taylor, WR
John Gable, S
Willard Barrett, CB
Brian Hawkins, S
Ken Cooper, S
Bill Fobbs, TB
Jerome Bearden, CB
Ken Thomas, S
Michael Floyd, TB •
Roy Smally, FB
Ron Thornburg, FB
Dave Criswell, FB
Glen McClaren, S
Gerald Willhite, TB
Bobby Grant, LB
Jim Dennis, OG
Steve Bodkin, C
George Bohan, OG
Dave Albright, LB

57
59
60
61
62
64
65
66
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
98
99

Phil Moore, OG
Craig Wince, OT
Jeff Petkevicius, C
Tim Makela, DE
Cheyenne Tuufuli, LB
Bart Nielsen, OG
Tom Larson, OG
Damon Keeve, LB
Bob Overly, DE
Bill James, OT
Trevor Bowles, OT
Steve McEnroe, DT
Henry Ramelli, OT
Max Hooper, OT
Dan Severance, OT
Larry Alexander, DT
Ken Delgado, OG
Maomao Niko, OG
Mario Thornton, WR
Tracy Franz, TE
Steve Parise, DT
Eric Lane, DE
Monte Gillan, TE
Chris Sutton, WR
Bill Nicholas, TE
Chris Carter, TE
Dave Cruz, DT
Randy Teasley, LB
Brett Grauss, DT
Dave Dole, NG
Bryan Grauss, DT
Mike Curland, DT
Ken Woodburn, LB
Bob Matheny, LB
Kerry Ford, DE
Jessie Green, NG

1

LT

77

Rick Penn

LG

62

Mark Davis

C
RG

55

Jim Hearn

61

Jeff Carter

RT

67

Kurt Hout

TE
QB

85
17

Tony Camp

FB
TB

44

Gary Blackwell

27

Kirby Warren

FL

21

Harley Miller

Garry Parcells
DEFENSE

DEFENSE
LE

Kurt Heinrich

SE

LT

99

Kereshawn Hardy

NG

64

George Dunlap
Cary Smith

RT

75

SLB

57

Mike Merriweather

WLB

37

Thomas Cowling

ILB

52

Kirk Harmon

ILB

38

Kevin Einck

LC

26

Tony Lang

RC
ROV

12

Stan Shibata

20

Darryl Ragland

FS

28

Kevin Greene

PACIFIC
NUMERICAL ROSTER

1
4
6
8
12
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
24
26
27
28
30
31
32
34
35
37
38
43
44
48
49
52
53
55

Kurt Heinrich, WR
Kenny Wagner, DB
Mike Love, WR
Jeff Council, PK
Stan Shibata, DB
Sander Markel, QB
Bob O'Rourke, OLB
Grayson Rogers, QB
Harley Miller, QB
Scott Kinney, P/PK
Darryl Ragland, DB
Garry Parcells, WR
Brad Lane, DB
Tony Lang, DB
Kirby Warren, RB
Kevin Greene, DB
Antoine Johnson, RB
Sheldon MacKenzie, RB
David Brown, RB
Tony Mcintosh, RB
Bill Wolsky, RB
Thomas Cowling, OLB
Kevin Einck, ILB
Terry Thomas, DB
Gary Blackwell, RB
Don Batiste, DB
Bill Waggoner, RB
Kirk Harmon, ILB
Kevin Freudenthal, C
Jim Hearn, C/OG

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
67
68
70
71
73
74
75
76
77
78
82
83
84
85
86
88
89
92
93
95
99

Mike Merriweather, OLB
Scott Graddy, ILB
Bob Kochman, OLB
Rick Western, DT
Jeff Carter, OG
Mark Davis, OG
Jeff Mollett, DT
George Dunlap, NG
Kurt Hout, C
Nick Holt, ILB
Craig Triplett, DT
Wes Sibole, OT
Greg Pacos, OG
Neil Ross, NG
Cary Smith, DT
Steve Smith, OT
Rick Penn, OT
Tim Sutro, OLB
Ron Woods, WR
Ken DeShano, DT
Paul Schreiner, TE
Tony Camp, TE
Bob Horodecky, WR
Mark Rogers, TE
Richard Farhat, OLB
Mike Landis, DT
Kelly Stewart, LB
Jim Bannowsky, DT
Kereshawn Hardy, DT

Meet the
Tigers

UNIVERSITY OF PACIFIC
ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NO.
95
48
44
32
85
61
8
37
62
83
64
38
89
53
58
28
99
52
55
1
68
86
67
30
19
59
92
24
26
6

NAME
Bannowsky, Jim
Batiste, Don
Blackwell, Gary
Brown, David
Camp, Tony
Carter, Jeff
Council, Jeff
Cowling, Thomas
Davis, Mark
DeShano, Ken
Dunlap, George
Einck, Kevin
Farhat, Richard
Freudenthal, Kevin
Graddy, Scott
Greene, Kevin
Hardy, Kereshawn
Harmon, Kirk
Hearn, Jim
Heinrich, Kurt
Holt, Nick
Horodecky, Bob
Hout, Kurt
Johnson, Antoine
Kinney, Scott
Kochman, Bob
Landis, Mike
Lane, Brad
Lang, Tony
Love, Mike

POS.
DT
DB
RB
RB
TE
OG
PK
OLB
OG
DT
NG
ILB
OLB
C
ILB
DB
DT
ILB
C/OG
WR
ILB
WR
C
RB
P/PK
OLB
OLB
DB
RB
WR

HT.
6-2
5-11
5-11
6-2
6-5
6-4
5-10
6-2
6-2
6-3
6-2
6-2
6-3
6-4
6-1
5-11
6-4
6-3
6-2
5-9
6-2
6-2
6-4
6-1
6-1
6-2
6-1
5-11
5-10
6-0

WT.
221
180
205
210
240
240
167
200
241
236
235
228
210
210
211
185
230
236
238
160
228
189
255
205
204
210
201
170
174
164

POS. HT. WT. CL HOMETOWN
NO. NAME
RB 6-1 210 FR Santa Barbara, CA
MacKenzie, Sheldon
31
QB
6-4 210 SO Sunnyvale, CA
Markel,
Sander
14
RB 6-0 190 SO Benecia, CA
Mcintosh, Tony
34
Merriweather, Mike OLB 6-3 213 SR Vallejo, CA
57
QB 5-10 178 SR Moraga, CA
Miller, Harley
17
DT 6-4 225 FR Modesto, CA
Mollett,
Jeff
63
OLB 6-3 205 JR Manteca, CA
O'Rourke, Bob
15
OG 6-3 235 FR El Toro, CA
Pacos, Greg
73
WR 5-11 176 SO Canoga Park, CA
Parcells, Garry
21
OT 6-6 261 JR Anaheim, CA
Penn,
Rick
77
DB 6-1 184 SR El Dorado Hills, CA
Ragland, Darryl
20
QB
6-4 213 SR Bakersfield, CA
Rogers,
Grayson
16
TE 6-6 225 JR Sebastopol, CA
Rogers, Mark
88
NG 6-3 238 SO Costa Mesa, CA
Ross, Neil
74
TE 6-2 234 SR Napa, CA
Schreiner, Paul
84
DB 6-0 185 SR Fountain Valley, CA
Shibata, Stan
12
OT 6-5 250 FR Lodi, CA
71 Sibole, Wes
DT 6-6 242 SO Walnut Creek, CA
Smith, Cary
75
OT 6-8 260 SO Modesto, CA
Smith, Steve
76
DT 6-4 210 FR Manteca, CA
Stewart, Kelly
93
OLB 6-2 215 FR San Jose, CA
Sutro, Tim
78
DB 6-0 180 SR Richmond, CA
Thomas, Terry
43
DT 6-5 233 FR Loomis, CA
Triplett, Craig
70
RB 5-10 175 FR Los Altos, CA
Waggoner, Bill
49
DB 5-10 180 FR Riverside, CA
Wagner, Kenny
4
RB 6-1 186 SO Las Vegas, CA
Warren, Kirby
27
DT 6-3 235 SR Yuba City, CA
Western, Rick
60
WR 5-10 190 FR Long Beach, CA
Woods, Ron
82
RB 6-2 202 SO Boulder, CO
Wolsky, Bill
69

CL HOMETOWN
FR Stockton, CA
SO Compton, CA
JR Norwalk, CA
JR Duarte, CA
SO Costa Mesa, CA
so Villa Park, CA
JR Downey, CA
so Sacramento, CA
so Grass Valley, CA
so Orange, CA
JR Pleasant Hill, CA
so Anaheim, CA
FR Gait, CA
FR Modesto, CA
JR San Rafael, CA
SO Ventura, CA
JR San Jose, CA
SR Burbank, CA
SO Simi Valley, CA
FR Saratoga, CA
FR San Jose, CA
SO Van Nuys, CA
SR Concord, CA
FR Fairfield, CA
SO Pleasanton, CA
JR Azusa, CA
JR Napa, CA
FR Long Beach, CA
JR Antioch, CA
SO Rialto, CA

Bob Toledo
Head Coach

* » Gary Blackwell
JR-RB

44

, . George Dunlap
JR-NG

64

_ _ Mike Merriweather
yj SR-OLB

— 0 Kevin Greene
SO-DB

2o

— Harley Miller
SR-QB

17

1981 Schedule
CENTRAL MICHIGAN 10- 0 (W)
14-34 (L)
@ Washington
0-34 (L)
@ Oregon
0-31 (L)
@ Washington State
14-17 (L)
UTAH STATE
@ Cal State-Long Beach 17-10 (W)
27-30 (L)
FRESNO STATE
CAL STATE-FULLERTON17-16 (W)
23-21 (W)
@ South Carolina
11/14@ San Jose State
11/21@ Hawaii

OCT ^ony Camp
OO SO-TE

. _ Kurt Hout
SR-C

67

21

Garry Parcells
SO-WR

„ „ Paul Schreiner
SR-TE

84

„ ~ Terry Thomas
SR-DB

43

_ _ Kirby Warren
SO-RB

27

Head Coach: Robert Toledo
Assistant Coaches: Frank Bauer, Steve Hall, Mike Martz, Bill McQueary, Wayne Nunnely, John Ramsdell, Gary Scott, Bruce Speegle, Rusty Weeks

Inside linebacker Kirk Harmon (52) has made more than 300 tackles in his two year career at Pacific.
19

18

The winning team

STATISTICAL LEADERS
San Jose State
Rushing
Passing

Clarkson

Yds.

Att.

Willhite

295

Comp.

153
No.

Receiving

Pet.

Int.

51.9

12
Yds.

2063
Avg.

TD

Miller

TD

Receiving

622
316

13.5
8.5

5
3

Punt Returns

No.

Yds.

Avg.

TD

Kearse

15

159

10.6

0
TD

0

Willhite

Kickoff Returns

No.

Yds.

Avg.

Kearse

13

254

19.5

Passing

20

46
37

Kearse

Blackwell

5
Yds.

Punting

No.

Yds.

Avg.

Berg

49

2051

41.8

University of Pacific
Yds.

Rushing

TD

4.2

813

195
Att.

Avg.

Att.

from America's most entertairs~~
couple.. .Mr and Mrs "T"

Att.

Avg.

TD

93

400

4.3

0

Comp.

Int.

Pet.

Yds.

TD

86

7

50.6

1090

5

No.

Yds.

Avg.

TD

27
25

253
301

9.4
12.0

0
3

No.

Yds.

Avg.

TD

170

Brown
Parcells
Punt Returns

5.1

Shibata

10

57

Kickoff Returns

No.

Yds.

Avg.

11

218

19.8

Parcells
Punting

Miller

Yds.

Avg.

67

2654

39.6

Ferrari Bros. Dist. Co., Inc.
2291 Junction Ave., San Jose, Calif. 946-0744

20

0

No.

Go Get 'Em Spartans!
DISTRIBUTORS OF

0
TD

When the final score goes up, you'll always
find the cocktail mixes from Mr and Mrs "T" the
winner—that's because they make the perfect
drink everytime!
So, at home or away, always pick one from
the "winning team" and you'll be amazed at
how easy it is to entertain with Mr and Mrs "T"

The new Mazda RX 7 Just one look
and you'll see its incredible value
versus Porsche 924 or Datsun 280ZX.
Think for a moment of all
you expect in a fine sports car.
Then compare your expecta
tions with all you get in the
new Mazda RX-7.
The sleek style you expect
is all there. Including many
new exterior refinements. The
look is clean and functional. In
fact, the RX-7's aerodynamics
have never been better. Inside,
there's a new instrument
cluster and more-convenient
gear-shift lever.

is superb, too. The compact
rotary engine is placed behind
the front axle, for ideal weight
distribution.

The RX-7 GS comes with all
this. And more.

• 2-speaker AM/FM stereo
radio • Power antenna *5speed overdrive transmission
• Steel-belted radials • Dual re
mote-control sideview mirrors
• Halogen headlights • Front
and rear stabilizer bars • Ana
logue quartz clock • Tachometer
• Remote-control fuel filler
door release • Electric remote
hatch release • Power-assisted
front disc, self-adjusting rear
drum brakes
1981 Mazda

You expect good mileage.
Instead, the front, mid-engine
RX-7 offers great mileage. 24%
better than last year.

*EPA estimates for comparison purposes.
Your mileage ma)' vary with trip length,
speed and weather. The actual highway
mileage will probably be less. California,
[25] Est. mpg., 30 Est. hwy. mpg.
25% better than '80.

EST. <2f|EST
JU I mpg
hwy mpg

The performance you expect
is also there. 0 to 60 happens in
a quick 8.6 seconds. Handling

Of course, you also expect
a lot of features. And our long
list won't disappoint you in
the least.
The new RX-7 does, how
ever, come with one thing most
people don't expect. A price
that makes it an absolutely
astonishing value.

mazoa

The more you look,
the more you like.

by Stuart War

r, Akron BEAt

s ...'%!

~| ust because a fellow always wears
short sleeves doesn't mean he never
has any tricks hidden up them.
Take your basic conservative coach.
Just when the opposing defense is cer
tain there's going to be one more off tackle
play, one more end sweep, three more
yards and another cloud of dust, coach
loosens his tie, lets down his hair and calls
for a halfback option pass.
Woody Hayes, the former Ohio State
coach known for his ground attack, was so

fond of the halfback option pass that one
year—and this is a statistic that even long
time sports information director Marv
Homan couldn't believe until he checked
it in his record books—a halfback, Don
Clark, led Ohio State in passing.
During the 1956 season, Ohio State
threw the ball only 50 times. Clark passed
seven times on the halfback option play,
completing three for 88 yards and a touch
down. The starting quarterback that sea
son passed only 20 times, completing

seven for 86 yards. Thus, based on yards
gained and on percentage, Clark was Ohio
State's leading passer. A year later Clark
was also successful as a passer on the half
back option play, completing five of six
attempts for 51 yards and another touch
down.
Clark was Ohio State's leading rusher in
1956 and 1957, gaining more than 1,700
yards in those two seasons. That en
hanced his effectiveness on the halfback
continued

Halfback Option Pass
continued

Usually only one receiver is used on the
play. He will fake a sweep block, then try to
slip behind the linebackers into the open
area in the flat or continue downfield if
the play is designed for a long gain. Then
all the halfback has to do is throw the ball
ping the run."
Occasionally when the ground game to the open man, which is easier said than
wasn't working, Hayes would send in the done.
There was a time in college football, par
halfback option pass. Clark would begin
the play as if he were going to run another ticularly during the 1930s and 1940s,
end sweep. And that is one of the beauties when a team's top running back was often
of the halfback option pass—if the corner- also its best passer. In the era of the singleback suspects something and stays deep, wing attack, Saturday afternoons were
then the halfback can continue with the populated with triple-threat tailbacks—
sweep with the cornerback effectively young men such as Tom Harmon of Mich
taken out of the play. If though, Clark saw igan, Frank Sinkwich of Georgia, Byron
that the cornerback had moved up to stop "Whizzer" White of Colorado, Doak Walker
the sweep, then Clark would pull up and of Southern Methodist, Charlie "Choo
Choo" Justice of North Carolina and Dick
throw a short pass to the tight end.
"The play was really so simple and safe," Kazmaier of Princeton—whose ability to
Clark said, "that you almost couldn't run with the football, to pass it and to
catch it, too, made them college football
miss."

option pass play.
"We definitely had the element of sur
prise on our side (when the Buckeyes ran
the halfback option pass)," Clark said. "The
defenses were always thinking about stop

The critical element of the halfback op
tion pass is making it appear as though
the halfback is going to run the ball. To do
that, the halfback has to tuck the ball un
der his arm until just an instant before he
is ready to throw.
Next, he must make certain the de
fensive cornerback has been fooled before
throwing the football. Since the pass is
thrown on the run, the chances for an
interception are increased if the cornerback remains in place.
Proper execution by the offensive line is
also a must. The linemen must block as if
the play were a sweep—vet they must be
careful not to cross the line of scrimmage,
for if they do and the halfback goes ahead
with the pass, the offense would he as
sessed 15 yards for an illegal receiver
downfield.

Bowl, when he ran for three touchdowns,
caught a pass for another score and threw
a 52-yard pass for a fifth TD in a 40-6 rout
of Notre Dame.
So, though the play is simple to execute,
few teams use it much anymore. Most
teams practice it, most defenses are wary
of it, but seldom is it used.
Some coaches just won't try anything
fancy.

*®!

Turn In, America!
Perhaps...
After a summer of cross-country houseguests, you need a
special vacation... cross-town,
or
You've driven from Lubbock to Laredo; tonight the kids want
to stop somewhere "different."
or

^

.

You made thirty-seven business trips this year; every hotel
room looked the same.
. . .whatever.

Best Western knows what you're up against, America. And we're ready to
help you turn in. With a variety of delightfully different motor inns, hotels and
resorts throughout the United States, Canada ... and the world!

immortals.
However, as the game became more
sophisticated, college football players be
came more and more specialized. The
Harmons, the Walkers, the Whites often
never left the field during a game. Today,
coaches frequently use one player at a
position when it's third-and-long, another
when it's third-and-short.
Thus, finding halfbacks who are also
competent passers is not always easy. It's
rare anymore for a running back to have a
day such as Heisman Trophy winner
Johnny Rodgers had in the 1973 Orange

Each Best Western has its own character. Its own special charm. They're all
pictured for you in full color in our Road Atlas & Travel Guide. Pick up your
free copy and make advance reservations at the Best Western nearest you.
Then, when you're traveling on business, planning a family vacation or just
looking for a friendly place to get away ... you can turn in someplace
special, America. Turn in at a one-of-a-kind Best Western.

Make reservations at any Best Western; see your travel agent or con
sult your Yellow Pages for a listing of our 24-hour toll-free numbers.

Places to stay, people you'll like!

Turnin.
i) America!
People and places you'll like...worldwide!

r
2,734 places in 1,947 cities worldwide
Andorra, Aruba, Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Great
Britain, Guadeloupe,Ireland, Liechtenstein,
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Although a halfback, Ohio State's Don Clark led his school in passing.
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Luxembourg, Mexico, New Zealand, Puerto
Rico, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United
States, Virgin Islands, West Germany

The Option
Quarterback
by A. J. Carr, Raleigh MEWS AND OBSERVER

ANTED: Young man, poised, intelligent, able to make quick decisions, good leader,
excellent athlete, quick feet, deft hands, strong arm, physically tough, doesn't mind
getting hit.
continued

Option Quarterback
continued

Football coaches travel the main
streets and back roads of America look
ing for a prospect with those qual
ifications.
He is the prototype player a coach
needs to operate an option-oriented
offense, keep the defenses confused, the
alumni happy and the fans on the edge
of their seats.
The kid doesn't have to be big, but he's
got to have guts. Like a durable watch,
the option quarterback simply must be
able to take a licking and keep on ticking.
The nature of the job demands it. The
play sequence (handoff, fake, keep or
pitch out) means the signal caller is apt

the South. "He must make decisions
under certain pressure in such little
time. The thing that kills you in a lot of
options is that the quarterback will make
a big play one time, then turn it over
(fumble) the next."
The triple option, though a high risk
attack because of the timing and precise
ball-handling skills required, gives the
offense a blocking advantage (10 men
against nine).
But the quarterback remains the
cynosure of all eyes, the man who deter
mines which back gets the ball and,
more often than not, whether the offense
is a beauty or a bust.
Run a play with him.
Hut one! Hut two! The quarterback
takes the snap from center, then eyes the
defensive player stationed opposite the
right shoulder of his offensive tackle on
the side the play is going.
If the defensive player veers outside,
the quarterback hands off to the dive'
back pounding inside. If the defensive
player crashes into the dive back, the
quarterback fakes a handoff, keeps the
ball and then options the defensive end.
If the end sways to the outside, playing
the pitch man, the quarterback keeps
the ball. If the end charges after the quar
terback, the QB pitches to a halfback
swinging wide.
It's a multiple-faceted attack that an
nually drives defensive coaches up the
blackboard. And it can be executed from
several offensive formations such as the
wishbone, I or veer.
"You like to have a quarterback who is
In the triple offense, precise ballhandling skills are a real necessity.

Ever alert, the option quarterback must
bean aggressive runner andquick thinker.
to get hit by a menacing tackier on every
offensive play whether he keeps the ball
or not.
"There is one absolute requirement:
The quarterback must be an aggressive
runner," said a wishbone coach. "With
out an athlete who is eager to keep the
ball himself, the offense simply will not
work.
"Speed and size help at the quarter
back position just as they do at any posi
tion, but aggressiveness is the key and
the only absolute requirement for the
option quarterback."
In short, the option quarterback needs
to think as quickly as a computer while
flashing the poise of a prince and the
guts of a kamikaze pilot.
And while running ability is required,
coaches also like their quarterback to
possess an adequate—if not artful—
passing arm, providing an extra dimen
sion in the team's overall attack.
"Mentally, the big things for the option
quarterback are discipline and consis
tency," said an offensive assistant from

a good all-around athlete, smooth and
fluid," explained one coach. "I also like a
guy with pretty good sized hands. I like
for the quarterbacks to be able to palm a
basketball.
"A team that has a great one at that
position is going to win big. But the big
thing is being able to handle the punish
ment. He can't be the injury prone type
of guy."
Patience and incessant practice are
also essential to engineer the option
adroitly. Most players called on to direct
the attack are former high school quar
terbacks. Seldom is an end or halfback
converted into an option QB after he gets
to college.
Even then, at the collegiate level, some
coaches figure it takes a full year for the
player to master the mechanics and
thinking process the position requires.
However, there is an aura of deception
in it all. Sometimes the player who
"doesn't look" like an option quarterback
turns into a running, faking and pitching
stalwart.
Several years ago, one frail quarterback
in the East developed into a formidable
quarterback, masterfully guiding his
team to four straight bowl games.
Then, another tall player in the North
west who looked like a picture-book
dropback passer, became a total offense
king through his prowess in a carefully
conceived triple option assault.
"When we utilized him in the option,
he became much better," said the play
er's former coach. "He wasn't injured as
much and he was much tougher. He
became a much better all-around quar
terback.
"If you limit a quarterback just to
throwing, he doesn't have as much cour
age as he will if you have him do both
(run and pass)."
The option quarterback also "reads"
defenses in the aerial game, picking out
vulnerable spots in the secondary, run
ning misdirection plays and throwing to
areas vacated by over-reaching line
backers and going for the bomb.
Still, frequently
the golden-armed
pocket passer with stunning statistics is
the one that catches the fancy of the fans
and winds up on the All-America team.
To fully appreciate the option QB, it's
imperative to study his running, ballhandling and split-second decision
making abilities. Stats don't tell the
whole story about his contributions.
"A quarterback has got to be someone
who can, mentally and emotionally, han
dle the position," one coach said. "He is
set apart. He must have football intel
ligence, be a leader and be a person who
can make decisions."
And, don't forget, true grit is essential
as well as true talent.

WE BUILD EAGLES FOR
THE WORLD'S QUICKEST
RACING CARS.

CATO
ReherMorrison

With the arthroscope, the doctor can actually see the injury inside the knee.

by Dick Rockne, Seattle TIMES
\ emember when a coach was conV sidered soft, or even medically irJ \1 responsible, if he provided oppor
tunities for his players to consume water
during practices and games?
Fortunately for athletes, that theory
has been abandoned as being totally un
sound. But it remains as an example of
the myths that have been dispelled in
the past 15 years as the result of a greater
emphasis on the sports medicine field.
For one thing, the term itself—sports
medicine—is a relatively new discipline
on an aspiring physician's list of options.
While once upon a time few medical
men and woman found it scientifically,
or economically, sound to specialize in
the treatment of athletic injuries, many
doctors, registered physical therapists
and trainers have now become dedi
cated to the cause of improving an ath
lete's physical structure.
Today, sports medicine is a miniindustry. Athletes have benefited from
improvements in at least six categories:
nutrition and fluids; training and condi
tioning; equipment; injury recognition;
rehabilitation; and technology.
Only in the area of injury prevention
has progress lagged, in part because the

vast amounts of money needed for re in therapy," said a former college football
player who is now a doctor specializing
search have not been available.
Several factors have been responsible in sports medicine. "Responsible pa
for the improvements. The athletic suc tients who have the luxury of being able
cesses of the Eastern Europeans, partic to work with a physical therapist twice a
ularly the Russians and East Germans, day are able to save a lot of recovery
opened many eyes in the United States, time."
Of the many technological advance
according to an orthopedic surgeon who
served as director of the sports medicine ments, none has been more dramatic in
program at a West Coast university. Their the field of orthopedic surgery than the
successes led, he said, to more scientific development in the past 10 years of the
approaches to training, conditioning arthroscope, a device that has changed
the way knee injuries are diagnosed and,
and nutrition.
Better training and conditioning tech in some cases, treated.
During the mid-1960s, when a football
niques have brought about improve
ments in both performance and injury player suffered a knee injury, and it was
prevention. We now know, for example, visibly obvious that ligaments were torn,
that people who are fit both cardio- surgery would be performed immedi
vascularly and muscularly have fewer ately. But if there was some doubt about
the severity of the injury, the knee would
injuries.
A conscious effort by coaches, trainers be placed in a splint for several days be
and physicians to broaden their knowl fore it would be determined if surgery—
edge and understanding has accounted either exploratory or corrective—was
necessary.
for increased injury recognition.
Now, because of the arthroscope, doc
Injured athletes recover faster than
ever because of improved rehabilitation tors have the ability to look inside the
techniques, many of which include the knee and decide immediately whether to
wait and see or to go ahead and do
use of exotic machinery.
"Technically, we have improved to the something.
continued
point where we can be more aggressive

ANDFOR
YOUR CAR,TOO.
EAGLE NCT.

Goodyear
builds an entire family of
high-performance Eagle street
radials. For quick-handling
imported road machines we
build the Flexten-belted Eagle
NCT radial. (Flexten is made
with a man-made aramid fiber
that, pound-for-pound, is
stronger than steel.) Eagle
NCT carries black-on-black
styling, and a tread pattern
derived from Goodyear's
Formula One racing rain tires.

Corvette. Eagle GT is a steelbelted radial, with a nylon
overlay. It has raised outline
white-letter styling, and a
tread pattern similar to the
Eagle NCT.

EAGLE ST.

EAGLE CT.

This Eagle
is the optional original equip
ment radial chosen for the 1981

For heavily
muscled street cars, choose the
fiberglass-belted Eagle ST
radial. With a tread pattern
derived from Goodyear's twotime IMSA RS Championship
tire. And featuring raised
white-letter styling, reversible
to black. Find the Eagle you
need in the Eagle's Nest — at
your Goodyear Service Store
or Dealer.

GOOD/YEAR
QUALITY AND ^INNOVATION

Use with 14.1 oz. disposable
propane cylinder—or
larger refillable LP. tank.

Charmglow
grills up a
great season
The Charmglow
Bantam Gas Grill
I|g5^h»p;
is perfect for
SBNSS^fc tailgate parties.
I
*
No wonder. It's
I
so light, it goes
anywhere as
easily as a picnic
basket. Great
%
for fishing and
i» camping, too.
It gives great outdoor flavor
to any food with the greatest
convenience. Instant starts. No
warm-up wait. No charcoal
mess. Plus, its large cooking
surface cooks up a tasty party
for a huddle of sports fans. And
to ensure a winning party,
there's a free Charmglow Tail
gate Recipe Booklet included
in each Bantam.
So, this season and every
season, go for the taste of victory.
Go with the *\ name in gas grills.
Charmglow.
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The arthroscopic procedure may
sound simple, but considerable ability is
required to use it.
"You begin by using Novocain to
deaden the knee," one doctor explained.
"Then you make a small incision in the
knee and introduce the scope. He de
scribed peering into the scope as "very
much like scuba diving" in the waterfilled knee.
Because they are able to see the injury,
doctors can diagnose the problem
quickly and accurately. They can then, if
necessary, use the scope to perform car
tilage surgery and remove loose bodies.
Ligament tears cannot yet be repaired
with the arthroscope.
Medical scopes have been in existence
since the late 1800s, when candles pro
vided the source of light. But it wasn t
until the late '60s and early '70s that a
scope with a tungsten light source be
came practical in the diagnosis of ath
letic injuries.
Fiberoptics came along next, allowing
a physician to get good illumination of a
joint without breaking off the light
source.
Then came the arthroscope.
"It is probably the greatest advance

ment in orthopedic surgery," an ortho
pedic surgeon acknowledges. "But it is
probably not as important in the overall
field of sports medicine as are the im
provements in rehabilitation, training/
conditioning and equipment. I think
those are probably more important be
cause they affect a wider variety of
sports. Sure, knee injuries are important,
but they aren't the most common sports
injury."
In contrast to the progress achieved in
various areas of sports medicine, finding
acceptable methods of preventing dis
abling injuries represents a major fron
tier. Can equipment be devised to pre
vent knee, ankle and head injuries?
Should rules be changed at the risk of
altering the nature of the games people
play in order to create a nearly injuryfree environment?
That depends on the spectator, the
participant, the physician and the par
ent. There is also the question of medical
priority. When sports injuries are com
pared to cancer and heart disease, they
become less significant. But sports in
juries usually happen to young people
and when they do, they can be a disaster.

Being fit, both cardiovascularly and muscularly, helps prevent sports-related injuries.
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Careful drivers enjoy healthy savings with SAFECO. For a free insurance
checkup, seethe Yellow Pages for your nearest independent SAFECO agen
SAVE WITH

SAFECO

SAFECO Insurance Company of America
Home Office. Seattle Washington

Insurance for your car. home, life and business.

he way the story goes, this veteran
foothall coach, whom we shall call
Herman, learned that a ramtemporary, friend and rival coach, whom
we shall call Richard, had broken down.
Nothing else would do. Richard had to
he committed to a mental institution.
Soon, around practice time every day,

Herman hegan to disappear.
This shocked his assistant coaches.
One of them was directed to watch
Herman from lunch on and to report on
this thing of immense importance that
could he taking him awav from his
team's practices.
Herman was tracked to a hillside over

looking the recreation area of the institu
tion where Richard now lived. There,
half-hidden behind a tree, Herman
lurked with pad and pencil. He was
taking notes as Richard, down on the
field, went through the motions of kick
ing off. rushing to the end zone to return
continued
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Secondary Coverage
continued

the kickoff, then setting up as a quarter
back, then throwing a pass, then
receiving—in short, playing a phantom
foothall game all by himself.
Confronted. Herman explained: "Don't
you understand? The way things are go
ing with our team, I'm almost a cinch to
be out here with Richard before long.
And I'll have to play him. And if I don't
scout him, he'll beat me 40 points.
What Herman especially needed to
know, of course, was whether Richard
was using man-to-man" or "zone" cov
erage in his secondary.
That is the question , especially in col
lege football, in which variety is the spice
of life.
Today when a head coach decides on
his pass coverage the determinant is:
"Who are we playing?"
If the opponent is running a veer,
which mixes triple option running with
pro-type passing, do you fear the re
ceivers or the running backs the most?
A man-to-man defense accounts for all
five normal eligible receivers (but not the
quarterback, who is a legal receiver in
college) If you are plaving "man" and
your comerback is mnning downfield
with a wide receiver, that side can be
terribly vulnerable to a triple option run
ning play to that side
A straight man defense played ag
gressively can be extremely vulnerable if
the offensive team is able to shake one
man on a deep route—if the quarterback
has time to throw—and on a wide play
that is set up especially well.
A defense in which the four backs, as
well as linebackers, have responsibility
for certain zones until the ball appears is
more apt to build a fence around and
contain the ballcarrier.
Actually, most teams now use "com
bination" defenses. On some downs,
they're entirely in zones or entirely in
man-to-man. On others, some players
are covering zones, others are in man
coverage.
More and more teams today are going
to the passing game in college football,
partly because some brilliant coaches
are simplifying the "reads" and giving
up on option running.
Thus, there is a swing back to in
creased use of man coverage, which gets
more people on the line of scrimmage,
takes care of the run if no options are
used and can discourage passing.
Few quarterbacks in college football
today can learn all the reads of defense
required for both the passing and option
running.
In truth, there isn't a quarterback who
isn't better at one than he is at the other.
More coaches are now asking him to do
only what he is best suited for.
On the other side, defensive coaches
shy away from choosing a secondary
man purely for his speed. If he makes a
44t

Man-to-man defense can be extremely
vulnerable if the offense can shake
one man on a deep route.
mistake, for instance, the speedster will
go the wrong way twice as fast as a
slower man. Above all, a defensive back
had better be able to back-track and
move laterally. He'd better be football
smart. Height isn't critical Going to the
football properly, timing his move for it.
are all-important.
The comerback should be among the
best athletes on the team. The strong
safety should be like an extra line
backer—as should the free or weak safe
ty if he is playing against option offenses.
On most teams, the defensive back, as
well as the linebackers and at least one
end, will have to know more coverages
than his team has defenses.
Run support, mind you, is every bit as
important as pass coverage. Every col
lege team has in its repertoire blitzes by
both safeties and "corner fires by its
corner men. And that is not support;
those are gambling, all-out moves
against the quarterback
The big thing nowadays is con
cealment.
The defense on one down will play
man, the cfirners mnning all the way
with receivers, the strong safety picking
up the tight end immediately, and the
linebackers checking for men coming
out of the backfield and mnning with
them.
On the next down, the comerback
might line up on the split end's nose and
mn hard with him for five yards, then
halt and play that zone, leaving the split
end for the free safety to pick up in his
zone. On the next down, the comer
might line up 10 yards off the split end,

then—as the quarterback calls the sig
nals—move slowly up until he is at the
line of scrimmage. And the quarterback
has only 25 seconds in which to get the
ball snapped, usually counting huddle
time
"Used to be, when a team played a
zone the entire game, trying to guard
against the deep pass," said a coach,
"vou'd see one curl pattern thrown over
and over again, inside the zone. Now you
never see the same pass thrown twice in
a row, because the defense changes the
picture on almost every down."
On a passing down the quarterback
might see:
(1) Three men rushing, eight dropping
back into zones to cover receivers.
(2) Four men mshing, five men playing
"basketball" against the five eligible re
ceivers (all over them every step of the
way), and the last two men backing up in
a deep zone to prevent the bomb and
provide support in case of a short com
pletion, each taking half the field
(3) Five men mshing, four men playing
man, two others doubling up on the best
receivers.
(4) Seven men blitzing, four in man
coverage. Against an expected blitz, two
backs will start in to pick up the line
backers If a linebacker doesn't blitz, the
back will slip out into a flare pattern. On
the other hand, a back might stay in and
pick up the linebacker blitzing, only to
have the safety coming in right behind
him
This is countering Flare control" with
"Blitz control."
Things change for a defensive back
when the ball is inside either 20 and es
pecially on the goal line Backs tend to be
more like linebackers as the other team
drives inside the 10; almost all the cov
erage down there is classic man-forman.
It all appears, of course, hopelessly
complicated.
That's the trick, says one defensive
coordinator—to make it look complex to
the other side but simple to the people
you're coaching.
Then there are those who will tell you
the real secret.
"We have a great secondary," says one,
"when our offensive unit and kicking
team turn the ball over on their 20 every
time. Without giving up a big play, the
other team goes 80 yards only about
once in 13 tries And we coordinate our
defense so we don't give up the big
plays."
Except when a Heisman Trophy-type
of runner intervenes.
When that happens, the defensive
back needs to root harder for his offense.
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BY THE TIME
YOUR MOUTH GETS THIJRSTY,
YOUR BODY COULD BE
TWO QUARTS LOW.
Did you know that your body can
sweat away from one to two quarts
of fluid before you feel thirsty?
Fluid made up of minerals and salts
that can affect your performance?
That's why Gatorade® thirst
quencher was invented: to help put
back what you lose. Better than
soft drinks, juices or water.
So next time you're really sweating
it out, at sun-up or sun-down,
before you feel dragged out and dry,
help yourself to regular or Instant
Gatorade® The thirst quencher
that helps your body run.

GATORADE GIVES YOUR BODY
WHAT ITS THIRSTY FOR.

Tailgating
at the Academies

Behind Mr. Goodwrench
is a lot of good customer care

by Gene L. Ward, Jr.

The people at General Motors Parts
and at participating Mr. Goodwrench dealers
know there's more to good service
than just good parts.

Good food is one of the highlights of tailgating.

Wt t the United States
Military Academy
f'
'* at West Point, the
• fine
art of the tail
gate picnic has reached such a pinnacle
of refinement that it outranks anything
on any college campus anywhere.
On any given Saturday when Army's
Black Knights are at home in Michie Sta
dium, the Storm King Highway, the Pal
isades Parkway and other roads leading
to the United States Military complex
high above the Hudson River are
jammed with cars as the faithful gather
from all points of the compass.
They come from
the New York met
ropolitan area to the south, Connecticut
to the east, New Jersey to the west and
the Hudson Valley to the north. The early
arrivals, many of whom have left their
homes long before dawn, are members
of the tailgate set, the name, of course,
being derived from the tailgate of a stationwagon.
'%
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The earlier they arrive the earlier the
party starts. Out comes a wide range of
picnic equipment—hibachis, grills and
the like, tables, folding chairs and, for the
fancy, flowers for the table, sterling sil
verware, candelabras, decanters and cutcrystal glasses.
The old days of the bagged lunch, pa
per plates and plastic utensils are long
gone.
By mid-morning the various parking
lots are running out of space. Soon the
aromas of sizzling beef and Italian cook
ing are floating on the breeze along with
college pennants and homemade group
flags like the one flown by The Chuck
Wagon Gang.
If there is variety in the food being
served,the same holds true for the music
coming from car radios, tape decks and
recording units, with rock vying with the
classical and jazz. As dusk settles after
the game, many of the young people
break out their guitars. There is one

group which hauls in a piano for special
occasions.
The largest of the parking areas is
Howze Field just below The Stadium
which is available to season-ticket hold
ers with seniority. There is additional
parking in lots A through F, as well as in
the huge Buffalo Soldier's Field area
down the hill opposite the Hotel Thayer
just inside the entrance to the West Point
Reservation.
Many of the tailgate parties last until
well after dark. There are no restrictions
as to the hour of arrival or departure, and
all fans have the freedom
of The Post
Up the hill toward the Stony Lonesome
Gate, at the north end entrance off 9W
there's a special lot for campers with at
tachments for water and electricity to
accommodate the newest breed of tailgater. Many in the camper set arrive on
Thursday or Friday and stay the week
end.
continued on 54t
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communications accurately with BFO Pitch Control.
Introducing incredible tuning accuracy at an incredibly
Want to bring in your favorite programs without lifting
affordable price: The Command Series RF-3100
a finger? Then consider the Panasonic
31-band AM/FM/SW receiver* No
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RF-6300 8-band AM/FM/SW receiver
other shortwave receiver brings in
r
(1.6 to 30 MHz) has microcomputerized
PLL quartz synthesized tuning and
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the full length of the shortwave band
globe at the speed of sound. Only from Panasonic.
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geographic location and other factors. An outside antenna may be required for
maximum shortwave reception.
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This Panasonic Command Series
shortwave receiver brings the state of the art
closer to the state of your pocketbook.
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just slightly ahead of our time.

ver wonder what they're saying
down on the sidelines? When the
I quarterback stops the game and
ambles over to chat with his coach, is
the subject football? Or is it blondes,
brunettes and redheads? Is the assistant
coach squatting in front of the monsters
of the line talking blocking patterns? Or,
as television commercials would have us
believe, are they discussing the relative
merits of a triple-track razor as opposed
to one with an electronic ignition?
College coaches have tried everything
but satellite transmission to get mes
sages to their teams during the heat of
battle. A sideline tete-a-tete is most effi
cient, but not always practical. In-depth
analysis requires more time and graphic
illustrations can be a plus. With the
advent of telephone headsets, wireless
walkie-talkies, and little magnetic play

by David Davidson, Atlanta JOURNAL

ing fields with tiny men that can
be moved from place to place, chalk
and blackboard have become virtual
antiques.
The computer age has not infringed
upon the game itself—yet—so coaches
are forced to utilize more primitive
methods of communication. There was

the Deep South coach who hailed a
wide receiver to explain a new play he
wanted to try during the mop-up stage
of a victory. With the head coach and
player looking over his shoulders, the
offensive coordinator diagrammed the
play on a piece of scrap paper.
continued
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Stress can rob you of vitamins
Ulhatis stress?

Severe injury or infection, physical
overwork, too many martini lunches,
fad dieting—any condition that places
an unusual demand upon your body
constitutes stress and may cause B and
C vitamin depletion, if the diet is
inadequate.

Vitamins the body can't store.

Ifour body absorbs two kinds of
vitamins from the food you eat: fatsoluble and water-soluble. Substantial
reserves of the fat-soluble vitamins are
accumulated in body tissues. But this is
not true of most of the water-soluble
vitamins, B-complexandC. They
should be replaced every day.
When your vitamin needs are in
creased by stress, your body may use up
more B and C vitamins than your usual
diet can provide. When that stress is pro
longed, a vitamin deficiency can develop.

STRESSTRBS600 High Potency Stress
Formula Vitamins can help.

STRESSTABS® 600 has a single
purpose: to help you avoid a B-complex
and C vitamin deficiency. With 600 mg
of vitamin C, and B-complex vitamins,
high potency STRESSTABS® 600 can
help restore your daily supply of

these important vitamins.
STRESSTABS® 600 also contains the
U.S. Recommended Daily Allowance of
vitamin E.

R stress formula to meet a woman's
need for iron.

STRESSTABS® 600 with Iron
combines the basic STRESSTABS
formula with 150% of the Recommended
Daily Allowance of iron, plus folic acid
and more B6, to help satisfy the special
nutritional needs of many young
women.

STRESSTRBS® 600 with Zinc.

Because zinc requirements have
also been found to increase during
various forms of stress, it has recently
been concluded that there are times
when your body may need more zinc.

STRESSTRBSby liederle.The Stress
Formula Vitamins preferred by physicians.

Doctors have relied upon the quality
of Lederle medicines, vaccines and
research for over 70 years.
Today, that same quality goes into
STRESSTABS? recommended by doctors
more often than any other stress formulas.
Look for the Lederle mark on every
STRESSTABS® package. If it doesnt say
Lederle, it's not STRESSTABS.®

Chalk Talk
continued

"Got that?" the offensive coach asked.
"Got it," replied the receiver, snatching
the paper and sprinting onto the field,
waving it over his head to alert his
teammates to the importance of the
message he bore.
"Even the people in the stands were
laughing," the head coach recalled. And
it was a comical scene, all those players
crowded behind him, trying to decifer
what looked like a chicken's scratchings.
The really funny thing is that we scored
on the play."
To the casual observer, a chat between
coach and quarterback is the most vis
ible. "People think we're talking deep,
dark secrets," said one well-known
coach from Big Sky country.
"Actually, most of the adjustments on
defense are made in the secondary to
confuse the quarterback, especially in
passing situations. If the defense is on
the field, we can sit down and show him
what's happening on a blackboard.
Otherwise, we do it on the fly. But most
of the quarterback's mental responsi
bility is in the passing game. Running is
basically just execution.
"Sideline talks with the quarterback,"
he continued, "are basically what if'
sessions. We'll remind him what defense
they used in a similar situation earlier in
the game. We go over the variables. The
main thing is to keep the quarterback
open-minded, because the defense
could change."
Most often, the coach will provide the
call for the quarterback, with or without
alternatives.
Such plays usually originate with an
offensive coordinator who is stationed
high above the field in the press box

where he can get' a better perspective of
the proceedings. He gives the call to a
colleague manning the sideline head
phones who then passes it to the team
via a player/messenger. Thanks to mod
ern technology, the whole process can
be accomplished within 25 seconds.
But electronic communication
doesn't always work so smoothly. For in
stance, one coach with Southwest Con
ference credentials charged onto the
field to protest an official's call only to
be returned to some sense of sanity
when he reached the end of his tether
and was snapped back on his posterior.
An Atlantic Coast Conference head
coach was knocked nearly unconscious
when hit in the head by a headphone
set ripped off an assistant after an offen
sive lineman tripped on the wires while
running onto the field. 1 thought some
one hit me with a bottle," the head coach
said. "Then I realized that couldn't be it
because we weren't playing at home."
One head coach, now retired, wore ear
phones just to impress his alumni—
they weren't plugged into anything!
Some coaches use time with their
players on the sidelines to make what
one Far West assistant called "an atti
tude check." "If he can take what I give
him on the sidelines," he said, "then he
can sure handle any pressure on the
field."
Like most coaches, the late Ralph
"Shug" Jordan was always ready to take
advantage of what appeared to be a good
opportunity. Unlike many coaches,
Jordan had a way of seeing all sides of a
problem and recognized that not all that
glittered was gold. In practice once,
Jordan whispered to his quarterback to

Sideline talks are used to go over variables or make adjustments in the game.

run an off-tackle play after he noticed
the defensive guard had been knocked
groggy on the previous down. But sud
denly Jordan started laughing. "Then
again," he cautioned his quarterback,
"that lineman might be mad as hell and
knock you on your fanny."
Jordan's game plans were rarely so
elaborate as to require an entire black
board to get the message across to his
players. In a 24- 3 victory over Colorado
in the 1972 Gator Bowl, his game plan
was written on the back of a matchbook.
And, of course, there are times when
rolling out the blackboard just isn't
practical. In 1960, the first year for twopoint conversions, one team didn't even
have a two-point play when a lateral
touchdown got the team within a point.
While the head coach held up two fin
gers to inform the team—and its fans—
of his intention to go for the victory, the
offensive staff hastily drew up a play in
the dirt, a power sweep to the right side
And it worked!
Though the head coach and quarter
back are the leading characters when
chalk talks on the sidelines are staged,
get-togethers between offensive linemen
and their coach almost always have
more impact on the outcome of a game
But since offensive linemen are by na
ture an introverted lot, maybe it's better
that their meetings are conducted on
the bench and thus obscured from pub
lic view.
"There are more adjustments made in
the offensive line than any other area on
the field during a game," an eastern
coach said. "If the other team comes out
in a totally different defense than we
anticipated, that could mean throwing
out everything we've done in practice
that week and changing the whole
blocking scheme. And while most peo
ple don't notice something like that, last
time I checked, games were still won
and lost in the trenches."
Just because those meetings are hid
den from view doesn't mean they aren't
lively.
A group of offensive linemen at Ole
Miss were once surprised when John
Vaught, the personification of dignity
during his tenure there, slid into their
huddle on his back. He had been hit on
a play that came to the sideline, narrow
ly missing a table that would have frac
tured his skull. Vaught simply stood up,
straightened his hairpiece and resumed
his position at the edge of the field.
Regardless of what transpires on the
sidelines, it's what happens on the field
that counts. Many are the examples of a
quarterback altering the coach's bestlaid plans, for better or worse.
"I just remember one thing always," a
coach from the Northwest said. "It's a
long, long way from the sideline to the
field."
<•*
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magine, if you will, a Hall of Fame de
void of musty little rooms where
memories hang heavily along drably
painted walls and trophies lose their
glitter in dim-lit shadow boxes.
Visualize, instead, a football Hall of
Fame which honors its great players,
coaches and personalities in bright at
titudes of achievement. Picture tele
screens bringing men and matter to life,
where the late Knute Rockne "talks" of
legends and "Red" Grange gallops again.
See yourself matching wits with history's
most successful coaches or testing your
knowledge of the game in a computer
quiz.
These experiences are reality at the
National Football Foundation's College
Football Hall of Fame at Kings Island, the
1600-acre family entertainment center,
situated along Interstate-71 north of Cin
cinnati. The facility promises more than
a past-tense presentation of gridiron
glory. To the contrary, you will discover
football excitement in a modern mood,
blending multimedia concepts in a
unique, fun-filled learning process.
Aligned with the National Football
Foundations dedication to educate and
inspire Americans through the prin
ciples of football, the building, dedicated
on August 3, 1978, has been hailed as the
Hall of Fame of the future
Jaques Cattell Press, in its recently
released The Big Book Of'Halls Of Fame,
foresees the visitor getting to knuw the
game of college football
intimately
within 2-3 hours ' or attaining in 10
minutes a first-name kind of friendship
with a famous college football star of
the past."

Indeed, this personalized approach is
an integral part of the Hall. Exhibits bring
the total college football experience to
life via action-oriented attractions
which invite your participation. Within a
campus-like framework
of GeorgianColonial architecture, the building
houses a wonderland of fact and fun cer
tain to appeal to each member of the
family—male and female, young and old.
For example, a touch of the telescreen
keyboard conjures up the legends of Jim
Thorpe, Tom Harmon, Bronko Nagurski,
"Whizzer" White, Pop Warner or any of
the 453 players and coaches enshrined
in the Hall. The computer gives you
ready access to information on the Hall
of Famers, according to name, school,
state or season.
You may want to meander through the
Time Tunnel," which traces the history
of football from its earliest beginning as a
Greek game called Harpaston, played in
478 B.C., to its modern version. Walk
along the cobblestones of Merry Old Eng
land and learn how King Henry II out
lawed the sport when his archers spent
more time kicking a ball than drawing
their bows. Leave the ancient days of
football's development, passing through
a Civil War tent and into the blossoming
evolution of the game as a uniquely
American sport.
Four theatres provide cinematic in
sight into great teams and individuals,
classic contests, bowl highlights and ribtickling football follies. Wide-eyed
youngsters can enjoy Hanna-Barbera's
Fred Flintstone in an "explanation" of
football rules. A 250-seat Grandstand
Theatre records the game's Golden and I

Modern eras in film and slides.
And,yes you will witness Notre Dame's
legendary Knute Rockne—in a speciallyproduced animated form—deliver his
famous pep talks in the "Locker Room,'
sponsored by Chevrolet. The rein
carnated Rockne urges you to "Win One
For The Gipper" or "Fight, Fight, Fight,"
recalling some of the most inspirational
moments in football. That's not all! Many
other coaches are featured in Locker
Room screenings.
The computerized "Strategy Room" is
set to offer exciting games to test your
skill and judgment in situations familiar
to the nation's coaches. Tackle a comput
er quiz and "make the team," moving
from Recruit to Coach, all based upon
your knowledge of football and its
history.
Or, for some real fun, step up to the tee
and kick a game-winning" field goal. Be
careful, though! There are cheers if you
make it, boos if you miss.
The new Hall of Fame offers college
football s color, excitement and pageant
ry as an extension of the already popular
family entertainment theme of Kings Is
land. Taft Broadcasting Company, owner
of Kings Island, is managing the Hall of
Fame under the direction of the National
Football Foundation.
The traveling gourmet can enjoy the
Island's International Restaurant; the
golfer, a tour of the Jack Nicklaus Golf
Center, site of the 1978 Ladies Profes
sional Golf Association Championship.
Overnight guests can relax amid the
Swiss chalet charm of the 300-room
Kings Island Inn or use the Kings Island
Campground •
s*;

The movie buff's guide to
flicking your Bic.

Tailgatins
continued from 46t

freelance writer and commentator.

they "got real fancy" and brought in por
meeting them at the dock and shuttling
The public relations department at
table steam equipment, inviting the
them up to The Stadium
West Point hasn't missed a trick in its
press to join their group. That was Ray's
If
the
game
itself
has
become
inci
successful packaging of a football Satur
idea, of course, he being the ex-sports
dental
for
many
fans,
then
what
is
keep
day, and it has a lot of material to work
editor of the Peekskill Star
ing them coming to football Saturdays at
with—the impressive architecture ot
One of their specialties is an ItalianThe
Point?
For
the
tailgaters,
the
answer
The Academy, oldest such military es
sausage and meatball sandwich After an
has
many
facets.
Good
food,
good
fellow
tablishment in the country; historical in
Army victory they come up with a com
ship and good fresh air figure to be the
terest; and such individual attractions as
plete Italian dinner of lasagna. topped
major
reasons
and,
tor
the
tans
in
general,
The Academy Museum, The Chapel and
off with a variety ol desserts, including
there
are
the
many
attractions
offered
by
the Parade of the Cadet regiments held
cakes baked by Mrs. Robert Kinney, the
The Academy itself.
every Saturday on The Plain at 11 a.m.
wife ot Army's sports information direc
But
the
outstanding
lure
has
to
be
the
There are shuttle buses to haul the
tor
one provided by Mother Nature herself
fans down the hill for The Parade and
Bobs counterpart at the Naval Acade
as
she
dresses
up
in
her
dazzling
and
back up again for The Game The whole
my
in Annapolis, Tom Bates, reports that
multi-colored autumn gown 1 here's
traffic operation, both pedestrian and
Tailgating
at
Navy
is
becoming
popular with the fans.
A West Point cadet enjoys a barbecue before the game.

vehicular, is meticulously handled by
the Provost Marshal and his MPs
Although packing a lunch to a college
football game goes back to the original
Rutgers-Princeton rivalry, tailgating at
The Point didn't really start to take off in
popularity until the late 1960s, when the
Tom Cahill-coached Army teams put to
gether 8 and 2, 8 and 2 and 7 and 3 sea
sons all in a row.
But, as the quality of Army football di
minished, the tailgating craze kept right
on growing and, in the early 70s, the
Army Athletic Association found it nec
essary to up the capacity of Michie Sta
dium to over 40,000
Army sells out for almost every major
home game, but the crowd isn't com
posed entirely of season-ticket-holders,
tailgaters and the like. Opponents who
play in Michie Stadium this '81 cam
paign all will bring hordes of rabid fol
lowers with them, including some ol
their own ardent tailgaters.
Many fans trek to West Point by charter
bus and some take a leisurely sail up the
Hudson from New York City on a Hudson
Day Line steamer, with Academy buses
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nothing more magnificent anywhere in
the nation at this time of year than the
fall fashion show staged in the Hudson
Highlands
Needless to say, camera bugs have a
field day with the description-defying
hues and views One needs a photo to
attest to all this autumnal splendor
Probably the most famous of the West
Point tailgate set are a couple of con
genial Italians, Ray Lapolla and John
Scivoletto, who have been serving up
Army home-game cookery for 23 years. It
started when Scivoletto's son, Emanuel,
entered The Academy The operator of
the Union Hotel in Peekskill just across
The River. Mr. Scivoletto brought the
sandwiches for his son and his class
mates. Ray Lapolla, his friend, helped
When Lapolla s son, Mike, came to The
Academy, the two fathers joined forces
again and they've been holding down
the refreshment fort in Lot C behind The
Stadium ever since.
They had met so many Cadets and
Army people while their sons were at
West Point that it seemed a great idea to
keep the tradition going. Ten years ago

tailgating for Navy's home games didn t
really catch on until five years ago
But it's growing by leaps and
bounds, he says, "and it could lead to
additional seats being built into NavyMarine Corps Memorial Stadium which
only holds 28,000
Rosemary Maersch, Navy's sports pro
motion director, is very enthusiastic con
cerning the response ol the fans to the
new promotion ideas designed to stimu
late tailgating
We set aside reserve parking areas for
various classes, class reunions and other
large groups she says, "and there is a
particular expanse of lawn where these
groups can pitch large tents "
Another innovation which has served
to attract the tailgate set includes the
Midshipmen's Pep Band which strolls
through the parking areas, inspiring
many a spontaneous sing-along and
plenty of impromptu dancing
Tailgating at Navy has tripled over the
last three years, to nobody 's surprise Al
ter all, it s a soft sell Everybody loves a
party and that s tailgating
-•>

IT WAS AGREAT GAME, BUT
IT'S GOOD TO BE HOME.
Mike Maurer
JR-LB

Bob Matheny
JR-LB

Steve McEnroe
JR-DT

Jack Overstreet
JR-QB

_ _ Phil Moore
JR-OC
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Glen McClaren
SR-S

Bill Nicholas
JR-TE

Bart Nielsen
SR-OG

Jeff Petkevicius
SO-OC

Henry Ramelli
JR-OT

Maomao Niko
JR-OG

Bob Overly
SR-DE

Phillippe Rebboah
JR-P/K

HYATT©SAN JOSE

RELAX, REFRESH, RENEW
HYATT SAN JOSE
A WORLD WHERE BUSINESS
AND PLEASURE MIX
BEAUTIFULLY.
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1740 NORTH FIRST STREET • SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA 95112 • 408 298 0300

Let's Go Spartans!

Shop at

Serving Students and Faculty For
Over 30 Years

Paul's Jewelers
Designers of fine jewelry

Wherever you play, or work, Pan Am has a
schedule that's unbeatable. We can fly you to
cities all over the country and around the
world. And we'll give you low fares, big comfort
able planes and the kind of service that's con
vinced people everywhere that when it comes
to flying, nobody is in Pan Am's league.

BOOKSTORE & ART SUPPLIES
330 SOUTH TENTH STREET

Werner P. Baracker

PHONE 408 - 286 0930
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14 Almaden Fashion Plaza
San Jose, CA 95118
(408) 266-8466

Wishing You
a Winning Season!
-• the best pizza you've - i
ever eaten!

Spartans
_ Dan Severance

75

JR-OT

^ _
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_

Chris Sutton

85 JR-WR

_ _ Ken Taylor

25

JR-WR

__

9U

Randy Teasley

SR-LB

_ _ Ken Thomas

37

JR-S

A

_

43

Rick Sloan

A

~ Roy Smally

42

FR-QB

Ron Thornburg

SO-FB

JR-FB

Mario Thornton

OU SR-WR

Quarterback
Club

\Qs
'f
J
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With the changes occurring in the football program plus the new stadium
now under construction, we need to increase our momentum to make SJSU
a football force on the West Coast. We are in our second year and need your
help to continue our assistance to the Football Program.
Please show your support by joining or renewing your membership in the
Spartan Quarterback Club. A $20.00 family membership fee is requested to
help with the expenses. Official Spartan Quarterback Club jackets are also
available for $20.00 each. These are double ply nylon, royal blue with a gold
Quarterback Club logo. Indicate Size: S M L XL.
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|

1

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
Bill Dubbin
298-5217
Andy Ghiggeri 287-2786

<iQSE STATF
...Cheyenne Tuufuli

C>2 SR-LB

.
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Gerald Willhite

SR-TB

_

19

Jimmie Wilson

SO-WR

59

1
1

_ Ken Woodburn

Craig Wince

95

FR-OT

JR-LB
NAME
LAST

HUSBAND

WIFE

AREA CODE

A M

Only 10 Minutes
Away
THE

PIZZA PADDLE
^

V ^
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SANDWICHES - SALADS

10% off with this coupon
1087 MERIDIAN AVE. (near Willow)

1 220 S. MAIN (Near Blanco)

SAN JOSE, CA

SALINAS, CA

448-4000

757-5131

PHONE

ADDRESS

SANDWICHES
MADE TO
ORDER

NUMBER

B*B*Q
CHICKEN AND RIBS

WEUE
WINNINGTHE WEST
WITH OUR STYLE.

Spartan
Market

CITY

ZIP

ERICH

Please mail $20.00 donation to: SPARTAN QUARTERBACK CLUB
r—i K.
L) New

.

..

Membership
• Renewal

PRINTING & LITHOGRAPHING

978 JANSEN AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95125

PHONE 292-6050

.VSEATnE/-

If you fly a lot,
you've seen it a million
PORTLAND
times.The airline that
takes you for granted.
At AirCal, that's
V
RENO/
not
our style.
• LAKE TAHOE
We're out to win
•SACRAMENTO
.SAN FRANCISCO
the West with friendly
"OAKLAND
• FRESNO
hKfcbNU
people, low fares,
MONTEREY
seat selection and
more convenient
E COUNTY/
schedules.
EYLAND
We're going to
win you over by doing the little things that make
flying comfortable and fun.
The bottom line is we're going to get you
there in style.
So call yourTravel Agent or AirCal.
-••tacoma

351 EAST WILLIAM ST.
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
295-8227
WE FEATURE
U.S.D.A. CHOICE MEATS
YOUR TAILGATE HEADQUARTERS"
45 IMPORTED
BEERS

STREET

I am interested in becoming involved in TASK FORCE COMMITTEE for
the followina: Obtainina emolovment for football athletes
Recruitment of Football players.
Obtaining sponsors
for players
. Membership drive
Telephone/
Mailina
. Food Preparation

"The

Official

Airline

of

the

1315 EAST JULIAN ST. • SAN JOSE, CA 95116

PCAA"

ZIlRGaL

IMPORTED &
DOMESTIC WINE

You'll like OUT style
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^ine Submarine SancfiA/iches
since 1962

Sideline Spartans

SPARTAN FOOTBALL
TICKET OUTLETS ...
San Jose State University football tickets can be purchased at
several convenient outlets throughout the Bay Area. Ticket informa
tion can be obtained by calling the San Jose State Athletic Office
(498) 277-3241 or visiting the ticket office at 4th and San Carlos on
the Spartan campus. Ticket outlets include:
All BASS OUTLETS (Call 408/297-2552 for local agencies) . . .
All TICKETRON OUTLETS (Call 415/393-6916 for local agencies)
CARROLL & BISHOP'S (408/295-4371) on 2nd and Santa
Clara in San Jose . . ERNIE'S ALMADEN WINES & LIQUORS
at 1153 Redmond Avenue . . . SAN JOSE STATE ATHLETIC
OFFICE (408/277-3241) on the corner of 4th and San Carlos.
Single game prices are $10.00 for mezzanine reserved, $8.00 for
premium reserved, $6.00 for sideline reserved, $3.00 for general
admission, $12.00 for the family plan (2 adults and 2 children or 1
adult or 3 children), and $2.50 for students.

MO N D A V - S A T U R D A Y .

10:30-10:00

SUNDAY.

11:00-10:00

8 t h & WILLIAMS

Hp Hp Hp

STREET.

297-1133

GREAT PRINTING FOR GREAT IDEAS
335-4406 FELTON CALIFORNIA

Equipment Managers
(L to R): Aaron Kamau, Larry Arellano (Asst.
Manager), Mike Caithamer, Lawry Jasper(Head
Manager), Lee H. Taylor.

Training Staff
Front row (L to R): Scott Takata, Leroy Heu, Jeff MacNaughton. Middle Row: Jeff Yamashita,
Jayson Goo (Graduate Asst.), Charlie Miller (Head Trainer), Pete Angelidakis. Back Row: Jeannie
O'Brien, Denise Smith.

Discover San Jose's Most Important Hotel
Just minutes from everywhere in the heart of
the dynamic Santa Clara Valley is a fine hotel:
Le Baron.
Be our guest for elegant dining in a penthouse
setting, a business luncheon buffet, or a
festive champagne Sunday brunch at the
rooftop Le Pavilion restaurant... live enter
tainment at the Top-of-the-Baron... Nightly
fun in The Back Door Disco... and the pleasant
country farmhouse atmosphere of The Bakery
restaurant.
Le Baron has 15 separate meeting rooms to
easily accommodate 20 to 2,000 people.
One mile from the airport and less than that
from both Freeways 17 and 101, Le Baron is
most conveniently located.

RsiiikaOUIfosf.
Member FDIC

Hear Spartan Football & Basketball on KCBS, Co-sponsored by Le Baron Hotel.

Le Baron is Le Best.

1350 North First Street • San Jose • 288-9200
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Wheels of Support
"IT'S GREAT TO BE A SPARTAN . . . " a n d t h e a u t o m o b i l e d e a l e r s o n t h i s p a g e a g r e e a n d m a k e
this slogan come alive by augmenting the needs of the Spartan coaches and staff. These San Jose
State University backers know it's "Great to be a Spartan booster!" The San Jose State University
Department of Athletics says, "Thanks!"

Roy Cerrito

SAN JOSE DATSUN
4100 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95128
247-6500

Jerry Davidson

Bob Lewis

CENTURY CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH

BOB LEWIS VW

4202 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95129
246-6102

1560 N. First Street
San Jose, CA 95110
286-8800

MUSIC DEPARTMENT
A Comprehensive Commitment to Excellence
by Dr. Robert Cowden, Chairman, Music Department

AUW.V

Don Lucas

Bill Smythe

Steve Hopkins

DON LUCAS BMW-HONDA

SMYTHE BUICK

3737 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
249-9070

4201 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
244-6200

LARRY HOPKINS
PONTIAC-HONDA

Ron Battistella

John Taylor

AUTO SAN JOSE

DOWNTOWN DATSUN

CAPITOL FORD

1660 W. San Carlos
San Jose, CA 95128
286-6113

443 W. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, CA 95113
287-7411

919 W. Capitol Expressway
San Jose, CA 95123
265-6000

1048 W. El Camino Real
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
736-5474

Sy Kleinman
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composer at work in the electronic mu iic studio.
As one of the oldest and most
prestigious music departments on the
west coast, San Jose State's Music Depart
ment is widely acclaimed for the quality
and variety of its programs. An histori
cal concentration on music performance
has led over the years to excellence in
such diverse areas as composition, jazz,
opera, and voice. Over four hundred
music majors receive instruction from
fifty faculty members many of whom
have national and international reputa
tions. Charlene Archibeque, Irene
Dalis, Rey de la Torre, Donald Haas,
Lou Harrison, Allen Strange, and
Fernando Valenti are among those
faculty members whose expertise and
commitment to the program guarantee
a standard of instruction and ac-

complishment second to none!
One of the most important dimensions
of the music program is the appearance
each year of selected guest artists who
present masterclasses, seminars, and
concerts on campus. These have in
cluded principals of both the
Philadelphia Orchestra and the New
York Philharmonic, the Eastman
Quartet, double bass virtuoso Gary
Karr, composers Vladimir Ussachevsky
and Philip Glass, and opera stars
Maureen Forrester, Tatiana Troyanos,
and Frances Yeend.
The Music Department is housed in
its own modern facility which includes
among the normal classroom and rehear
sal areas a state-of-the-art electronic
music studio, a fine collection of
29

Renaissance instruments including two
concert harpsichords, and a superb
concert hall with matching Steinway
concert grands. Over two hundred
concerts take place annually in this
facility and dozens more are scheduled
throughout the surrounding community.
Among the latest thrusts of the pro
gram are an exciting new "Saturday
Conservatory" for gifted high school
students and a growing involvement in
computer assisted instruction. Both of
these efforts will help sustain the
department's leadership and commit
ment to excellence in the years to
come.

Spartan
Foundation

SPARTAN BLAZERS

"Dedicated to the Spirit of Athletic Achievement in an Academic
Environment"
The Spartan Foundation, founded in 1958 as a non-profit sup
port organization for the SJSU Athletic Program, shattered all
previous efforts by raising more than $500,000 last spring in their
annual fund drive. Since its inception, the Foundation has raised
more than $3.8 million for the fast growing Spartan sports pro
gram.
A list of top donors may be found on these pages.
The categories: Endowment ($25,000 + ), President ($5,000 + ),
Scholarship ($2,500 + ), Saber ($1250 + ), Blazer ($600 + ), Double
Century ($250+).

MUTSUO HORIKAWA
Executive Director

Directors

Spartan Foundation Officers & Board Members
Howard Blethen
Clyde Brewer
Stan Chinchen
William Dubbin
Craig Fisher
Andrew Ghiggeri
James Guido
Otto Hampel
Ronald Helstrup

PRESIDENT: Alan Simpkins
VICE-PRESIDENT: Steve Caplan
SECOND VICE-PRESIDENT: Joe Mattos
SECRETARY: Steve Gossett
TREASURER: Armen Hanzad
PAST PRESIDENT: Bob Raye
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: Muts Horikawa

Robert Hosfeldt
Arthur Lund
John Moran
Gary Olimpia
P. Anthony Ridder
Alberto Ruffo
Ray Silva
William Smythe
Alex Stepovich, D.D.S

Ex-Officio Members
Dave Adams
Dan Caputo
Emerson Arends
Dr. Gail Fullerton
Dr. Hobert Burns
Joyce Malone
Ben Reichmuth

PRESIDENT'S CLUB
Auto San Jose
Bottomley Distributors
Coca Cola Bottling Co.
Collateral Resources Unltd.
Gallo Auto Sales
Hugh Stuart Center Charitable Trust
H.C. Hansen Co., Inc.
Armen & Pat Hanzad
Hyatt House

Airport Holiday Inn
E.M. Arends
Bruce Batinich
Howard & Laura Blethen
Bob Lewis VW
Brian Bernard's Togo's Sandwich Shop
Century Chrysler Plymouth
Clossco Inc.
Capitol Ford
Downtown Datsun
T.J. Kerr's Wrestling Camp
Foster & Kleiser
Larry Hopkins Pontiac

DOUBLE CENTURY
MEMBERS

McDonald's Corporation
Nike Shoe Company
Safway Steel Products
Alan & Phyllis Simpkins
Sunnyvale Sheraton
Smythe Buick
Sonic Reproduction Services
Marko Trapani
Dr. Martin Trieb

SPARTAN SABER

SPARTAN SCHOLARSHIP

American Savings & Loan Assn.
Bergthold, Fillhardt, & Wright, Inc.
Joe Cook
Ray Davilla, Sr.
Joe Gagliardi
Dick Garibaldi
Glenn George
Tom Janis Health Club
Raymond & Grace Lester
Lee Lindeman Photography
The Landings Restaurant
Doran E. Nielsen
Oakridge Golf Club
Jack Peak Travel

Le Baron Hotel
London Rib Restaurant
Don Lucas BMW-Honda
New Roads Foundation
Ben Reichmuth
Olga Rocky
S & H Keyes Club
San Jose Datsun
San Jose Mercury News
Santa Clara County Transit
Santa Clara Marriott Hotel
Wendy's
Wank, Williams, Neylan, Inc.

Ed Abate
C. Aparicio, Inc.
Luke Argilla
Bank of America
James Baron
Tom Beckett
Werner Baracker
Moe Bennett
William Bischoff
Mr. & Mrs. G.K. Brison
Ernie Bullard
Hobert Burns
California Janitorial Supply Company
Steve Caplan
Dan Caputo
David Caselli
Central Produce Co. Inc.
Channel 36
Sharon Chatman
Mrs. A.S. Chinchen
Stan & Diane Chinchen
Joseph Connetto, Jr.
Converse Shoes
Paul Consentino
Carolyn Cross
Mike & Gay D'Asaro
William Dubbin
Darrell Dukes
Jerry Erich
Eulipia Restaurant
Ferrari Brothers Distributors
John Fielder
K.G. Fincher
Craig Fisher

Photo Graphics
Dr. Richard Popejoy
Rums of Puerto Rico
Runner's Factory
St. Paul Studios
Russ Schreck
Bob Shopshire
Jacquelyn K. Sinclair
Dr. Alex Stepovich
Supreme Courts
Carl Swenson Co.
Titleist Golf
Jack & Betty Tuthill
West Coast Soccer Supply

Almaden Valley Rotary Club
Frank Angelino
Jim Basso
Bob Bell
Frank Belluomini
Robert Belshaw
Don Bischoff
Kenneth Boscacci
Halsey Burke
California Golf Inc.
Louis Caple
Joan Chambers
Fred & Sandra Chasalow
Coast Counties Truck & Equipment
James Collett
Color West Photography
Mr. and Mrs. James Cook
Don Cox
Richard Cropper
A1 Dangerfield
Scott Daugherty
Charles W. Davidson
Devcon Construction
Bob Dixon
Eli Thomas
Jack Elway

Dennis Fitzpatrick
Frost All-Cal Trucking
Dr. Gail Fullerton
Stan Fullerton
Stan Gadway
Mark Gale
Stan Gazay
Garden City Restaurant
Andrew Ghiggeri
Nova Ghiggeri
Paula Gossett
Steve Gossett
Frank Goulette
George Greeno
Bob Guckert
Jim Guido
Roger Gunderson
Ron Haas
Otto Hampel
Alfred Haro
Don Hayward
Herr Precision Machining
Danny Hill
K.G. Hoag
John Hopkirk
Dr. Andrew Hughey
K&K Interiors
KBM Office Furniture
Kennedy Tire
Kennedy Business Machines
Mike & Jackie Keogh
T.J. Kerr
Kenneth & Gayle Kludt
Craig Kochensberger
Kohl Photography

Mel Estrada
Handel Evans
Jerry Fitzgerald
Robert Foy
Ross Fuller
Charles Gilbert
Joe Gomes
F.R. Leon Guerrero
Richard Gund
Jerry Hamilton
Robert H. Hamilton
Val Handl
Tony Hidalgo
Holland Oil
Melvin Honda
Jerry Houseman
John Hudson
Eugene Jung
KCBS Radio
Richard Karakawa
KEEN Radio
Timothy Kerr
Kosy Creatioins
Ralph Kuehn
Craig Kumler
Lady Spartan Basketball
L.A. White Community

31
30

King Koil
Oscar Kyles, Jr.
The Laundry Works
Darwin Lee, ASA
Carolyn Lewis
Ernie Lopez
Los Gatos Lodge
Arthur Lund
Joyce Malone
Manny's Cellar
Clarence Manson
Brooks Mancini
Bev Mattos
Joe Mattos
Gordon L. Matts
June McCann
John McDonald
W.K. McNeilly
Mercury Rubber Stamps
Meyberg's Deli
Lee Meyer's Co.
David Michaels
Dick Montgomery
John Moran
Brad Moss Photography
Mountain Impressions
Donald Najour
Frank Napier
Terry Nelson
Mark Nichols
Ward Noland/Flotsam of CA
Noodle Palace
Olympia Brewing Co.
Pacer American
Pacific Valley Foundation

Chris Panopulos
Frank Paiva
Paul's Jewelers
Hank Pfister
Pioneer Underground
Lou Possner
Robert Raye/Bank of the West
Don Robinson
Ron Rogers
Mel Roman
Wayne Salvatore Photography
Steve Sanford, Inc.
Ray A. Silva
Burton Smith
Ronald Smith
George Sousa
J&B Sportsprinters
Dr. Michael Stepovich
Richard Still
Michael Stone
Charles Swall
Bob Sykes
Alex Szucs
Traveler's Insurance Co.
Travel Planners
Tred 2 Inc.
Tully Office Furnishings
Yosh Uchida
Peter Ueberroth
Leta Walter
Jim Welsh
Wilson Sporting Goods
Richard Vermeil
Wilber's
Connie Yu

James Le Compte
Dr. Franklin Lee
Bob Lemmon
Thomas D. Lewis
Cliff Lindsey
John P. Luce
Paul A. Mariani Co.
Marriott's Great America
Ruth Anne McFarlane
William McHargue
Neil McKay
Michael McKee
Bill McKeown
Charles Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Miller
William Miller
Pat Milligan
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Mooney
Paul H. Murk
Plaza Bank of Commerce
Precision Flow Devices Inc.
Rhodes & Jamieson
Dolores Rose
Roland Sanchez
Sanco Pipeline
San Jose
Children's Hospital Foundation
Robert A. Sausedo

Mr. and Mrs. Shrull
Ransom Smith
T.E. Snooks
Ed Sobczak
Spartan Tank Lines
Sports Haus
Stolte Inc.
Jerry Strangis
Super Impressions
Margherita K. Talbott
Hank & Sherie Tillman
Michael T. Tiscornia
Trade Systems
Barry Trailer
John Travis
Valley Press
Bob & Georgia Viersen
Bill Weaver-KLOK Radio
Wells Fargo
Western States Oil
West Valley Charter Lines Inc.
Bud Wichert
Willow Glen Beauty College
WSP Trucking
Edward Zant

SPARTAN
BASKETBALL
1981-82 SAN JOSE STATE
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
SAT.
MON.

7:30
NOV. 28 CAL STATE-BAKERSFIELD
NOV. 30 CAL STATE-DOMINGUEZ HILLS 8:05

@ Northern Arizona
Dec. 5
@ Utah
Dec. 7
THURS. DEC. 10 SONOMA STATE

Sat.
Mon.
SAT.
SAT.

DEC. 12 LOYOLA MARYMOUNT
DEC. 19 IDAHO

Tues.
Wed.
Tues.

Dec. 29
Dec. 30
Jan. 5
JAN. 8

@ KOA Classic
@ KOA Classic
@ USF

FRI.
THURS. JAN. 14
JAN. 16
SAT.

US INTERNATIONAL
'UTAH STATE
'PACIFIC

Thurs.
Sat.
Thurs.

Jan. 21
Jan. 23
Jan. 28

*@ Cal State-Fullerton
*@ UC-Santa Barbara
*@ Fresno State

SAT.

JAN. 30

'FRESNO STATE

Thurs.
Sat.

Feb. 4
Feb. 6

*@ UC-Irvine
*@ Cal State-Long Beach

THURS.
SAT.
THURS.
SAT.

FEB.
FEB.
FEB.
FEB.

'UC-IRVINE
•CAL STATE-LONG BEACH
*CAL STATE-FULLERTON
•UC-SANTA BARBARA

Thurs.
Sat.
Wed.
Fri.

Feb. 25
Feb. 27
Mar. 3Mar. 5

11
13
18
20

*—PCAA contest

*@ Utah State
*@ Pacific
*@ PCAA Tournament

6:30
6:35
8:05
8:05
8:05
6:00
TBA
8:00
8:05
8:05
8:05
7:30
7:30
7:35
8:05
7:30
7:30
8:05
8:05
8:05
8:05
6:30
7:35

Spartans' Chris McNealy

All times listed are Pacific time

Blue - Gold Game
Tuesday, November 17
Your first opportunity to watch the 1981-82 San Jose State
basketball players in action is this Tuesday night as the
Spartan team takes part in the annual blue-gold game. The
16 man club will be divided into two groups as the latest edi
tion of Spartan basketball makes its season debut.
Coach Bill Berry's troops have gone through a rigorous
pre-season regimen learning the skills and techniques ger
mane to winning basketball. Following the blue-gold game,
there will be another week and a half of practice prior to the
1981-82 season opener as the Spartans host Cal StateBakersfield, Saturday, November 28 at 7:30 p.m. in San
Jose's Civic Auditorium.

Tipoff: 7:00 p.m.

Don't miss your first chance to see newcomers like 6-foot-5
Kevin Bowland from Saddleback Junior College; 6-foot-l
Jonathan Brown and 6-foot-4 Darryl Jones from Barstow
JC; 6-foot-8 freshman Paul Phifer of San Carlos High
School; 6-foot-7 Greg Vinson of Oxnard JC; and Dwayne
Warner, a 6-foot-7 product from San Jose City College team
with last year's veterans such as 6-foot-7 Chris McNealy and
6-foot-2 Michael Moore as San Jose State begins its quest for
a third consecutive post-season appearance.
It all starts Tuesday night at 7:00 p.m.

Jan Hutchins

Ysabel Duron

Sports with John Shrader
Weather with Steve Dini

K'ICU TV
AT LAST

the South Bay gets its own television news
and it's on at the right time.

ERICH

PRINTING

AND

LITHOGRAPHING

